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Introduction to the Campaign Readiness Study
For several years the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library Board of Trustees, together with library staff and
community stakeholders, has been dreaming of and planning for an innovative educational space which
would house its diverse and increasing range of programming, learning materials and community meeting
spaces to respond to the changing and growing needs of Eau Claire.
This study finds the community is in agreement with the Board of Trustees’ vision – the time is now to
initiate a capital campaign to help realize the goals of expansion.
The L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library’s expansion and renovation project may be viewed in the context
of providing the third stool of the metaphorical three-legged stool of community development. Originally
the three-legged stool metaphor was used to describe how the post-World War II generation had looked
at retirement planning, with Social Security, employee pensions and personal savings providing the
three essential components or “legs” of retirement income. However, in the language of community
development, the three legs of the stool encompass artistic, physical and educational benefits. Eau
Claire’s growth and evolution toward these three quality of life benefits are being realized in terms of arts/
performance with the completion of Pablo Center at the Confluence, physical and wellness benefits of
the proposed YMCA/UW – Eau Claire’s Wellness Center and, finally, with the library’s expansion focusing
on education, career development and literacy.
The project design, offered by Zimmerman Architectural Studios, Inc. provides
a host of exciting elements, such as rooftop terraces, an expanded book
collection, new meeting rooms, more computers and a vibrant layout
to complement the beauty of the river and the downtown area,
while maintaining the architectural integrity of the current
facility and the excellent services and programs currently
valued by the community.

Proposed Project Tested by the
Campaign Readiness Study
Background
The proposed project tested by the study is the
expansion and renovation of the L.E. Phillips
Memorial Public Library, utilizing the full footprint of
the library as well as adding a third floor to increase
total square footage from the current 61,000 sq. ft. to
102,000 sq. ft. This expansion would allow increased
programming and services to more effectively meet
the needs of community members, a better usage
flow for customers and staff, expanded technology with
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more computer terminals, further develop the
Dabble Box makerspace for creative learning, a
free community programming center and the
expansion of the collection of books and other
learning materials housed in the building.
Recognizing the value of a comprehensive plan
to meet the evolving needs of the Eau Claire
area residents, the library Board of Trustees
hired Zimmerman Architectural Studios, Inc.
in 2017 to conduct a Building Feasibility Study
and Space Needs Analysis that would examine
challenges and opportunities over the next one
to 15 years.
The resulting plan takes into account the rich history
of the library, including the desire to preserve and
invest in the existing library building, which is a focal
point of downtown Eau Claire. The analysis also factored
in key themes of the library’s forward-thinking strategic plan,
which include promoting lifelong learning, creating collaborative
spaces and supporting open access to diverse materials and resources
to enhance the quality of life for area residents.
L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library next hired Crescendo Fundraising
Professionals, LLC to conduct a Campaign Readiness Study to determine
the goal amount and strategy for its proposed total $23M expansion
and renovation. The firm has widespread and successful experience
assisting municipalities in fundraising studies and capital campaigns for new
construction, facility improvements and expansion projects.
The private fundraising goal of $11.5M had been identified to meet the total expansion plans. The
remaining $11.5M to renovate and upgrade mechanical systems would be met by the City of Eau Claire,
financed through general bond issues. Of the City’s $11.5M to support the total construction project,
$1M was allocated in 2018, $2M will be approved in 2019 and $8.5M will be designated in 2020 when
the capital improvement construction is planned to begin.
Crescendo Fundraising Professionals, LLC advisors personally interviewed 43 individuals, couples,
corporate leaders and foundation representatives who provided key information to support the findings in
this Campaign Readiness Study. Twenty-five key stakeholders participated in two focus groups with 13 of
those providing follow-up survey responses. An additional 576 Eau Claire residents and library customers
provided input through an online public survey.
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The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to determine if the region’s donors and philanthropic entities would support
an $11.5M campaign to renovate and expand the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library as well as to:
1. Outline the most effective fundraising strategy for meeting the proposed $11.5M goal
2. Identify favorable conditions for a fundraising campaign
3. Identify potential conflicts with a fundraising plan
4. Outline any challenges that could inhibit or slow the fundraising process
5. Assess the level of financial support available
6. Cultivate prospective contributors
7. Identify and cultivate potential campaign leaders
8. Provide an opportunity for members to voice their opinions
9. Educate area philanthropic leaders about the campaign status

Procedures for the Campaign Readiness Study
This study used the following methodology to obtain its conclusions and subsequent recommendations:
1. Reviewed history of past library and community fundraising and improvement campaigns
2. Researched library planning and background materials
3. Conducted fact-finding with staff, board members and key stakeholders
4. Conducted 43 confidential, private personal and telephone interviews with 50 total respondents
5. Led two focus group meetings with a total of 25 participants
6. Reviewed results of online surveys from 576 community members
7. Held general discussions with library staff members
8. Researched national trends in library expansions and effective library standards
9. Not all respondents answered every question.
10. Participant responses have been grouped for this study into categories based on the main topic
the respondent wished to discuss. In some cases responses with multiple topics have been
split into two different categories to reflect the multiple topics the respondent shared with the
interviewer. All key topics were addressed, some multiple times. Listing all comments for 650
respondents would have been prohibitive. Crescendo Fundraising Professionals, LLC chose those
quotes which closely mirrored the most consistently mentioned details per topic.
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Campaign Readiness Study Committees
A Pre-Study Committee was formed which represented members of the library Board of Trustees,
Friends of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library, active community leaders and library supporters
who identified individuals who they felt would be helpful to serve on a short-term Campaign Readiness
Study Committee. The input of the Pre-Study Committee was helpful to successfully complete the study
process. Crescendo Fundraising Professionals, LLC thanks the following individuals who served on this
committee with library staff members:
Tom Barland
Sue Bornick
Mildred Larson

Nancy Sowls
Cathy Sultan

Stella Pagonis
Linda Stelter
John Stoneberg

The firm is also grateful to the Campaign Readiness Study Committee members who assisted the
consulting advisors in formulating an effective strategy for the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library
expansion and renovation study. Their insight into the local current philanthropic environment, as well
as their enlightened questions and views regarding the proposed project, were extremely helpful.
Tom Barland
Mel Breed
Jeff Halloin
Gail Halmstad

Michael Halloin
Mike Huggins
Joe Lugenbill
Jennifer McHugh

Gregg Moore
Michael O’Meara
Nick Meyer
Dale Peters

Finally, we thank staff members of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library. Their dedication to this study,
assistance in recruitment of key informants and coordination of the study details were vital to effectively
move the project forward. Consultants appreciated the assistance of staff who provided excellent
background details, communications efforts, support and scheduling assistance required in securing
responses from 650 individuals. Crescendo is grateful in particular to Kimberly Hennings, Assistant Library
Director; Pamela Westby, Library Director; Theresa Kriese, Business Manager, Isa Small; Programming &
Communications Services Manager; and Jackie Hagenbucher and Lyndsay Saxer-Micklus.
Crescendo Fundraising Professionals, LLC is also thankful to all who took the time to participate in the
personal interviews and focus groups and to the individuals who completed the online survey. Their
responses provided excellent input and thought-provoking questions which would need to be addressed
before a campaign is initiated.

Project Details
In 2017, the library Board of Trustees was presented with five design proposals developed by Zimmerman
Architectural Studios, Inc. The designs were based on a vision of the future of the library, determining what
spaces were needed to fulfill that vision and mission and providing various options to meet those needs.
First, the firm was called on to evaluate the existing facilities’ physical condition, confirm the ability of the
structure to carry another story and analyze how these spaces meet the library’s needs.
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Concurrently, the firm helped to reimagine the library’s programs and services and determine what
spaces an expanded, modern library should include to meet its forward-looking vision. Staff and the
public completed a survey which secured more than 400 responses, further contributing to the vision.
Finally, the firm was able to explore the benefits and challenges of several general approaches to fulfilling
the vision:
•

Condition: The study team found that a number of the systems and finishes in the 42-year-old
building need renewal and/or replacement in the near future and are at the end of their useful
life. The consultant, CR-Building Performance Specialists (CR-BPS), laid out a five-year capital plan
to deal proactively with the most pressing issues. Expenses would average a little over $1 million
each year to maintain the building in its current configuration.

•

Structural capacity: Harwood Engineering Consultants determined the building’s structure was
designed to carry an additional story. They also determined the added story could, if appropriately
designed and detailed, meet current building codes, including new seismic requirements.

•

Current suitability: While the building has many good qualities, the study found library
customers would benefit from more daylight and windows, more options for both quiet study
and collaborative work, better meeting rooms, improved accessibility and a layout to promote
more efficient work flow.

•

Reimagined programs: To best achieve these goals and to “promote lifelong learning, create
collaborative spaces and support open access to diverse materials and resources to enhance the
quality of life in the community,” the study recommended that the library should be expanded to
between 90,000 and 100,000 sq. ft.. Several different approaches—an enumeration of spaces, a
planning tool for libraries from the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction and a comparison
of library size to population served in other Wisconsin communities—supported this conclusion.

•

Recommended approach: The library’s Request for Proposals asked that the study consider three
approaches: renovation only; full replacement; or a combination of renovation, replacement and
expansion.

In summary:
•

Renovation alone cannot fulfill the need.

•

A full replacement, the costliest option, not only raises logistical issues but would be out of sync
with the sustainable goals of the City of Eau Claire.

•

The architects and committee therefore recommended combining renovation with expansion to
reach the desired program potential within the building. An additional story would provide much
of the needed expansion. The remaining space could be added in one of two ways: enclosing and
converting the covered parking zone at the basement level or expanding the other floors south
and east (over the sunken plaza and drive) to the entry plaza and sidewalk on Eau Claire Street.
These two approaches provide between 89,000 and 102,000 sq. ft.

Construction costs for these expansion and renovation options ranged between $15.5M and $20M, which
accounts for inflation through 2022. Project costs for fees, furnishings and equipment (FFE) are expected
to be 15 to 25 percent greater, depending on the extent to which existing furnishings and equipment is
retained. If the renovation and expansion project is done in a timely manner, it would displace some of
the renewal costs identified in the CR-BPS capital plan.
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The following study was initiated and managed by Crescendo Fundraising Professionals, LLC to identify
community needs and capacity to support this vision for a vibrant new library facility for the City of Eau
Claire and its area residents.

Mini Case Summary
Study respondents reviewed the following summary prior to providing their feedback.
Campaign Readiness Study Mini Case Summary: A Modern Library for a Modern Community
Eau Claire is planning a major transformation of downtown’s most visited destination, with more than
1,200 visitors daily: the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library. The renovation and expansion plan includes
upgrading the library’s infrastructure, adding a third story and expanding the first and second floors
outward to the corner of Eau Claire and Dewey Streets. The proposed modernization of L.E. Phillips
Memorial Public Library offers a vision of the future, focused on meeting the needs of Eau Claire residents.
Accessibility and sustainability will improve. Additional public space will also be developed for customers
to explore innovation, community collaborations, creative endeavors and technology.
We are looking for your input. A Campaign Readiness Study is underway to assess the viability and
approach for a successful fundraising strategy to reach the proposed private fundraising goal of $11.5M.
The study, being completed by Crescendo Fundraising Professionals, LLC, will research and explore the
goals of the proposed campaign with key library stakeholders, leaders within the philanthropic community,
collaborating organizations, library customers and the general public.
Crescendo advisors will make recommendations to the library Board of Trustees, the Study Committee
and City Council in early 2019, based on its findings and experience with municipal and library fundraising
campaigns.
While not final, the recommended plan shows amazing
possibilities, like a 250-seat community program and
event center to support library programming, activities
and the city’s burgeoning creative economy. It includes
a “technology commons” with access to high-speed
Internet through the Chippewa Valley Internetworking
Consortium (CINC); a dedicated space for literacy and
language-learning to foster lifelong learning and workforce
development; a focus on net-zero energy use through
smart facility design; conference rooms in various sizes to
encourage community collaborations; and an expansion
of the Dabble Box makerspace for creative and innovative
exploration.
Library services and customer expectations have evolved
and grown significantly since the facility opened at its
present location in 1976 and the future continues to look
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bright. Library circulation has more than doubled,
from loaning 398,486 items in 1996 to 806,086 items
in 2017. Library events offered annually increased by
142 percent, from 317 events in 1996 to 716 events
in 2017. Likewise, attendance at the programs has
risen by 113 percent, from 13,070 attendees in 1996
to 27,802 attendees in 2017.
The library has curated a collection of popular
electronic resources, such as useful databases and
more than 166,000 e-books; equipment, including
laptops, iPads and Wi-Fi hotspots; and Dabble
Box makerspace experiences for all ages. Library
services have also increased outreach at schools
and community events, launched BookBike services,
rolled out a Books on Buses program with Eau Claire
Transit, introduced new collections featuring local
authors and musicians, and so much more.
Although the current library facility has many good
qualities, a 2017 building evaluation by Zimmerman Architectural Studios, Inc. determined a number
of systems are at or nearing end of life. The study found a leaky roof system, poorly functioning and
inefficient HVAC system, challenges with electrical and data, outdated plumbing system, unaddressed
accessibility concerns, outmoded alarm system, uneven pavement and obstructed sight lines. The firm
determined 50 percent of the building is in “poor to fair condition.”
The optimum library space needed was determined by The Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction
(DPI) Public Library Standards, public feedback and the needs assessment study. Based on these findings,
Eau Claire’s library space should increase from its current 61,000 sq. ft. to 102,000 sq. ft. to plan for
current usage and future growth.
Library customer feedback regarding the expansion and renovation is overwhelmingly positive. People
love the library but are looking for more options of both quiet and collaborative work spaces, more
dynamic event spaces and an improved floor plan to promote safety and security. The public desires
additional space for materials to check out; more places to read, converse and share; improved aesthetics,
including daylight and art; expansion of the much-appreciated children’s area; and improved accessibility
for all.
To fully realize the community’s dreams, a mix of public and private funding sources is critical. An $11.5M
tax levy has been bonded by the City of Eau Claire in 2019–2020 to bring the facility into compliance with
safety and accessibility standards. In order to go beyond the minimum upgrades, a partnership with the
private sector is required to identify $11.5M in gifts and grants.

*The cost to the owner of a home valued at $150,000 starting in 2019 is an additional $9 per year in property taxes for 20 years. Cost to
the owner of a home valued at $150,000 starting in 2020 is an additional $30.50 per year in property taxes for 20 years. Thus, the total
tax impact to the owner of a home valued at $150,000 is $39.50 per year for 20 years.
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Survey Results
Personal, Confidential Interviews, Focus Groups and Online Respondents
Personal Interview Respondents
Emily Anderson
Louis Arnold
Tom Barland
Amy and Bill Benson
Scott Biederman
Aaron Black
Sue Bornick
Leann and Mel Breed
Jill Christopherson
Robert Fabiny
Pete Farrow

Pablo Foundation
Zach Halmstad
Michael Perry
B.A. Mason Trust
Charles Frenette
Carol Gabler
Jeff Halloin
Michael Halloin
Gail Halmstad
Lois and Mark Hellend
Mike Huggins
Gerald Jacobsen

Kerry Kincaid
Bill and Marian Klish
Brian and Mildred Larson
Katie Larson
Joe Luginbill
Dan Market
Jennifer McHugh
Emily and Gregg Moore
Mark Morse
Jenna Murphy
Ned Noel
Michael O’Meara

Juanita Peck
Dale Peters
Scott Polenz
Pat Quinn
Emily Riechers
Lynn Salter
Jane Schley
Katherine Schneider
John Stoneberg
Lynn Thompson
Sue Tietz
Jay Winzenz

Jeremy Gragert
Scott Hoffman
Greg Johnson
Margot Keys
Leah Langby
Paul Madsen

Jill Markgraf
Mike McHorney
Susan McLeod
Scott Morfitt
Vince Mussehl
Andy Neborak

Karen Overhulser
Carrie Ronnander
Cullen Ryan
Brenna St. George Jones
Barbara Shafer
John Thompson

Dennis Berry
Marybeth Berry
Carla Berscheit
Trish Bishop
Vanessa Blair
Diane Blanshan
Lauren Blodgett
Mary Bohl
Ron Bohl
Mary Bohl
Jean Booth
Timothy Boss
Cynthia Bowe
Abby Braatz
Susan Brown

Julia Browne
Susan Bruce
Jane Bruer
Margaret Brunn
Lisa Buenger
Bethany Bulgrin
Diane Burdt
Melissa Burke
Mary Burt
Lynn Buske
Bette Butler
Nickolas Butler
Timothy Candell
Tyler Canopy
Mari Carlson

Focus Group Participants
Kathy and Mark
Attermeier, M.D.
Danielle Claesges
Rose Dolan-Neill
Ned Donnellan
Bob Eierman
Max Garland

Online Survey Respondents
Kathy Abens
Christina Ahrens
Erika Albano
Amy Albers
Jean Aloia
Amy Alpine
James Anderson
Jan Anderson
Chase Anderson
Jared Andress-Nale
Michael Armstrong
Barbara Arnold
Nicholas B
Roxanne Backowski
Tara Baier

Kathleen Baker
Juli Baker
Jill Barland
Jessica Barnier
Matt Bartelt
Kathryn Bartelt
Emily Barth
Claire Basic
Dianne Bauer
Peg Baumgardner
Trista Bean
Meghan Becker
Megan Beer-Pemberton
Christine Begalke
Sharon Berg
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Susan Carroll
Renee Carter
Will Carvalho
Cheri Case
Carol Casey
Adrienne Cayley
Bev Childs
Jean Christenson
Jody Christian
Richard Christianson
Jacquelyn Christner
Kristine Cleasby
Migon Clemens
Krista Coddington
Jason Cohen
Maryjo Cohen
Elizabeth Comeau
Elizabeth Comer
Kari Conlin
Dan Cook
Jennifer Cook
Doris Coseboom
Carol Cox
Adrian Cramer
Sandra Cress
Missie Crisp
Michael Crites
Janelle Cunningham
Josh D.
Josh Dalton
Peggy Dangerfield
Sheila David
John De Silvio
Jeanne Dean
Alicia Dean
Matthew Decker-Maurer
Jeff DeGrave
Sally Derksen
Joseph Detrick
Tim Devine
Karla Dickson
Julia Dixon
Kennedy Domerchie

Christine Don
Michael Doran
Dave Doxsie
Winnie Doxsie
Steven Drier
Amanda Duncan
Eric Dunn
Andrea Eastwold
Maribel Ebeling
David Eddy
Andrew Emison
Lois Erickson
Deb Erwin
Rachel Esselman
Sarah Evans
Jessica Ewing
Diane Farley
Steve Faulkner
Thomas Feck
Jacqueline Fedie
Cindy Ferver
Christine Finn
Lynette Finstad
Carol Flanigan
Samantha Forehand
Janesa Foslid
Dianne Fossum
Bruce France
Pam Fredrickson
Andy Freeburg
Kathryn Freitag
Sarah French
Galen Fromm
Brandi Fuchs
AG
JG
Carol Gabler
Ned Gannon
Joanne Gardner
Linda Garner
Lynn Gautsche
Emily Gehling
Nora Gerber

Josie Gisel
Scott Goldbeck
Joseph Golisch
Marc Goulet
Hannah Graff
Jeremy Gragert
Stephanie Graham
Corinne Gransee Paral
Stephanie Graveen
Marty Green
Diann Greener
Melissa Greer
Larry Griffin
Roger Groenewold
Donald Grorud
Kara Grottke
Susan Guanella
Mary Gulden
John Gustafson
Andrea H
Catherine Haag
Carolyn Haar
Sharon Haas
Barb Habben
Brent Hafele
Amy Hahn
Chris Hall
Nancy Hallin
Jessica Hammock
Jerick Hansen
Jenny Hanson
Lori Hanson
Gail Hanson Brenner
A. Hargrave-Thomas
Audrey Harker
Chauncy Harris
Nancy Harris
Jennifer Harrison
Rachel Hart-Brinson
Brandon Haugle
Mary Hayden
Liz Hayden
Gina Heber
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Austin Heimann
Jenny Heller
Andrew Heren
Ray Hilfiker
Aaron Hintgen
Susan Hintgen
Barb Hinz
Tim Hirsch
Karen Hirsch
Gloria Hochstein
Karla Hoefgen
Lukas Hoffland
Cathy Hoffman
Mary Holland
Mariann Holm
A Holmstrom
Vicki Holmstrom
Ron Hon
Ginger Hooper
April Hopkins
Nick Houchin
Derek Hubbard
Debra Hubbell
Charlotte Hudgins
Barbara Huggins
Mike Huggins
Jane Jackson
James Jacobs
Mikala Jacobsen
Thomas Jacobson
Sue Janke
Toni Janssen
Mark Jennerman
Eric Jennings
Jesse Jensen
Jan Jenson
Thomas Jewell
Dennis Johnson
Sarah Johnson
Scott Johnson
James J. Johnson
Anneka Johnson
Jackee Johnson

Todd Johnson
Liz Julian
Carol Kading
Heather Kaeding
Lucy Kaiser
Kevin Kalmon
William Kampf
Amanda Kappel
Malia Karshbaum
Raymond Kaselau
Elizabeth Kaufman
Laura Kawleski
Joseph Kehoe
Betsy Kell
Liz Keller
Jeanette Kelly
Jen Kieffer
Jason Kilcher
Bruce King
Patrick Klages
Waylyn Klatt
Betty Kleemeier
Jill Klotz
Christine Knutson
Amy Koenig
Christine Kondrasuk
Cindy Konsella
William Kraft
James Kreilich
Heather Krieger
Jerry Krogman
Amanda Krueger
Rob Kuchta
Jane Kunick
Judy Kupersmith
Robert Kurth
Shelli LaBarre
Kari Lammers
Julie Lampe
Robert Langer
Kathryn Larson
Molly Larson
Kjell Lavoll

Michelle Lavoll
Kevin LaVoy
John LeBrun
Mike Lee
Abbegail Lee
Paul Lehnertz
Stacy Leibrich
Rosemary Leitzke
Lucas Lenard
Carol Lendle
Michael Lenroot
Lexie Leonhard
Arthur Leuthe
Kim Lien
Steve Lightbourn
Becky Linderholm
Jake Lindgren
Kathryn Lindsay
Luann Livingston
Brenda Locher
Georgios Loizides
Evelyn Lucarelli
Lindsey Ludwikowski
Amy Lueck
Jessica Lynch
AM
Michelle Malloy
Shyre Mann
Emily Manthei
Kristie Marczak
Nancy Marek
Don Marjala
Janelle Martin
Bernt Martinson
Job Mateni
James McConnell
Corissa McCoy
Margaret McDougall
Sharon McGeorge
Sandra McKinney
Jeff McRaven
Pat Melby
David Melsness

Mitchell Menigo
Alicia Merdan
Tim Meyer
Heather Mickelson
Laura Miller
Monica Miller
Robin Miller
Ryan Miller
William Mills
Julie Misurek
Megan Moldenhauer
Dale Mork
Kathleen Mosack
Angela Mothes
Marilyn Motzer
Cheryl Muller
Josh Myers
Kathryn Myers
Mary Myers
Erik Natti
Kay Neidecker
Drew Nelson
Amy Nelson
Laura Nelson
Dillon Nemec
Erica Nerbonne
Larry Nickel
Nadine Nixon
Ned Noel
Jess Norgaard
Laurie Norstedt
Pam Noskowiak
Briana Novacek
Nikolas Novak
Timothy O’Neil
Carlee O’Connor
Yoonsin Oh
Martha O’Halloran
Jean Ohms
Jennifer Oldenburg
MaryMa Oliver
Linda Oliver
Amanda Olson
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Deb Olson
Rhonda Olson
Kendall O’Neal
Maureen Opper
Jacob Orf
Doug Ormson
Becky Ostedt
Jamie Otto
Kaitlyn Pabst
Caleb Palmer
Pam Palzkill
Shirley Parr
Jill Patchin
Katie Paulson
Jennifer Paulson
Richard Pawlowski
Thomas Peck
Jill Pederson
NaJia Perkins
Gary Pesicka
Brian Peterson
Deb Peterson
Jeanne E. Peterson
Jessi Peterson
Samantha Peterson
Ryan Petrie
Becky Pierce
Catherine Pierziba
Valerie Plantinga
Cheyenne Poeschel
Daniel Pohnl
Pam Polzin
Tanya Potter
Barbara Powell
Gregory Power
Dale Poynter
Ashley Pranga
John Price
Meghan Price
Ada Prock
Arnie Prokott
Kristy Prunty
Margaret Quaid

Patricia Quinn
Katherine Radloff
Arwen Rasmussen
Eric Rasmussen
Jereme Rauckman
Taylor Reames
Jessica Reed
Emmie Reese
Jason Rehbein
Elizabeth Rehrauer
Anita Reid
Julia Reid
Jonathan Reif
Betty Reinke
Stacy Reit
Shane Renner
Ernie Reppe
Amber Richards
Elizabeth Richmond
Heather Rigby
Janeway Riley
Linda Rindal
John Rogers
Kenneth Rogers
Evan Rognholt
Carrie Ronnander
Chad Ronnander
Sandy Roswell
Abby Rowe
Pat Rowley
Blake Rudd
Mark Ruddy
Tom Rusboldt
Elizabeth Ryder
Sarah Rykal
Joel Sackett
Carissa Saffert
Larry Sagen
Marjorie Satre
Shelby Schamens

Charlie Schell
Randy Schenk
Leslie Schillinger
Cindy Schlosser
Catherine Schmidt
Jackson Schmidtke
Rhonda Schnacky
Casey Schneider
Denise Schneider
Lottie Schnell
Dana Schroeder
Jared Schroeder
Tyler Schroeder
William Schroeder
Alice Schuelke
Emily Schulz
Zach Schultz
Diane Schulz Fritz
Brittany Schumacher
Charlene Schwartz
Judy Schwarzmeier
Cindy Seymour
Donald Sherman
Elaine Shiffer
Kira Shiffer
Clifford Shoemaker
Katie Sideri
Susan Sie
Deven Sigsworth
Kaia Simon
Ashley Sinette
Elise Sitzman
Roslyn Siudak
Cathryn Sleep
Mary Slobodnik
Gary Smith
Julie Smith
Leah Smith
Judy Snudden
Holly Sollberger

Jaymes Sorensen
Tim Sperry
Nicole Stahowik
Paula Stanton
Amy Steagall-Johnson
Rebecca Stebner
Diane Steffens
Linda Stelter
Rod Stenzel
Josh Sterling
Paula Steuernagel
Susan Stewart
David Stillman
Donna Stoflet
Joan Stolp
Mary Strand
Lily Strehlow
Stephanie Strzok
Jen Stuber
Elizabeth Sullivan
Allen Susedik
Robin Swain
Angie Swenson-Holzinger
Kerrin Teigen
Ellen Terwilliger
Cheryl Thiede
Jeffery Thielen
Heather Thom
Holly Thomas
Katharine Thomas
Donna Thompson
Matt Thompson
Pat Thorsbakken
Jill Tiefel
Janice Tillema
Cory Tomac
Paula Tracy
Jamie Utphall
Sammiejo van Dijk
J. Vasile
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Katie Venit
Kate Vinopal
Thomas Wagner
Shannon Walker
Melissa Wallace
Nicole Walther
Kristin Walukas
Kelly Ware
Miranda Wayne
Julie Weathers
Lynn Weber
Kara Weigend
Jackie Weiss
Glynis Weitz
Sarah Wergeland
Deb Wessel
Janice White
Keri White
Eric Widholm
Paul Wildes
John Wile
Rebecca Wilkinson
Pat Williams
Clare Wittenberg
Lisa Wolf
Michael Wolfarth
Amy Wolfe
Judy Wood
Panhia Xiong
Eric Xiong
Stuvy Yang
Janice Yates
Diane Youngell
Sheila Zaborowski
G. Zeleznik
Scott Zellmer
Erica Zerr
Amie Ziegel
John Zielinski
CeCelia Zorn

Design Element Options
The following options capture the basic design elements of the four proposed plans by Zimmerman
Architectural Studios, Inc. These plans were presented to study respondents including area philanthropists,
business leaders and key stakeholders to determine which level of renovation plus expansion could be
supported by the Eau Claire community at this time.
Option

Approximate
cost*

Option 3b
“Renovation, Under,
Up and Outward”
Option 3a
“Renovation, Under
and Up”
Option 2b
“Renovation and
Under”
Option 2a
“Renovation”

$18.25M to
$20M

Option 1
“Complete Rebuilding
of a New Library”**

City Funding
secured

$11.5M
Updates mechanical
systems
$15.25M to
$11.5M
16M
Updates mechanical
systems
$9.45 to
$11.5M
$10.25M
Updates mechanical
systems
$8.3M to $9M
$11.5M
Updates mechanical
systems
$29.9M to $33.4M $11.5M

Private funds
needed

Sq. ft.
added

$11.5M

Appx 37,000

$8.5 M

24,250

$5.5 M

5,000

0

0

$21.9M

100,000 all
new sq. ft.

*This estimate does not include the cost of furnishings, fixtures and equipment at a 15 percent ratio to cost, considering
the goal to utilize some current furnishings. In addition, if the campaign extends beyond 2022 the cost increases 10 to 15
percent each year.
**Option 1 is not being considered because of the considerable costs associated with an entire new building.

3b. Renovate and expand outward and upward
•

Building out to the south plus adding the third floor would allow the library to keep the lower
level parking option and all space necessary to implement programmatic goals.

•

Building a third floor, when combined with additional square footage to existing floors, would
increase total to 102,00 sq. ft.

•

Flow would improve with connections to the sidewalks along Farwell and Eau Claire streets.

•

More light and open space would be gained without compromising book capacity.

•

The Youth Services area would then have the ability to expand outward and fully utilize the
existing footprint.

•

Square footage would be available for the makerspace, staff work space and larger meeting rooms.
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3a. Renovate and expand under and upward
•

Lower level space added with the conversion of underground parking PLUS an additional story
added on top of the current building for a total of 24,250 new sq. ft.

•

Design would include renovations, large open spaces on the third floor, more public spaces on the
second floor and the option of a rooftop terrace and “green” space.

2b: Renovate with minor expansion under the existing footprint
•

In addition to renovations, adding more square footage by converting the current parking area for
meeting rooms and staff needs. Adds 5,000 sq. ft. Could include garden terrace ideas.

•

Added space would take away covered parking options. Added space would not contribute to
other programmatic goals for youth services, study rooms or makerspace.

2a: Renovation only
•

Lower cost, addressing critical building rehabilitation and renovation: windows, bathrooms,
kitchen, HVAC, plumbing, roof, etc. Adds green roof access.

•

Does not add enough sq. ft. for community growth needs which will add to current service-level
deficiencies caused by space limitations.

History and Current Programs
Eau Claire has a long history of supporting free access to educational resources. The first revolving book
collection made its way from farmhouse to farmhouse in 1858. In 1904 a new public library was built with
funds from national library philanthropist Andrew Carnegie. Over the ensuing years, the library grew and
changed to respond to community needs. Then in 1976, the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library opened
at its present location.
In the intervening 42 years, library services and customer expectations have significantly changed and
grown. The library has had a series of attempts at a full capital campaign, including a renovation effort
in the early 2000s which did not fully meet the initial objectives. Motivated by a community-focused
strategic plan, the library Board of Trustees and staff began to explore expansion options again in 2015.
The original design and construction of the building purposefully allowed for the eventual addition of a
third floor onto the building, knowing that population growth in the region would eventually demand a
larger facility.

Mission Statement and Numbers Served

“The library promotes lifelong learning, creates collaborative
spaces, and supports open access to diverse materials and
resources to enhance the quality of life in the community.”
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Last year 419,599 people visited L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library. It is the most visited spot in
downtown with 40,495 cardholders. Those individuals checked out 806,086 items (books and other
resources from the extensive items library). Public computers were used 48,856 times.
Library programming has expanded in the past several years, with a renewed focus on community
engagement and a new understanding of the roles of libraries in a community. This programming
continues to expand, serving a range of needs, ages and interests.
Programs
In 2017 more than 22,000 children and teens attended 483 programs sponsored by the library and nearly
5,600 adults attended 283 programs. The summer reading program alone engaged 1,862 children, 556
teenagers and 274 adults.
Recent programs include:
•

Chippewa Valley Book Festival

•

Antique and Collectible Appraisal

•

“Write Here Write Now,” writers event

•

Snake Discovery live animal showcase

•

El Centro Spanish language storytime

•

•

Teen Litwits book group

Winter reading programs for adults, teens
and families

•

“1000 Books Before Kindergarten” reading
program

•

DIY Dabble adult crafting classes

•

Find Your Roots genealogy event

•

Hogwarts After Dark

•

Strong Bodies senior fitness series

•

Dabble Day community maker festival

•

“Get up and GO” family event

Outreach
The library makes dynamic efforts to reach out into the community as well. Staff and volunteers visit
daycare centers and schools, attend community festivals and help distribute books on Eau Claire Transit
buses.
Outreach efforts include:
•

Books on Buses – The library provides books on city buses for all ages. Titles are meant to be
read and shared with no obligation to return. In 2018, 2,882 books were distributed through the
program.

•

One Book, One Community – This civic engagement reading initiative encourages community
members to turn their common attention to a specific book to foster conversation and discussion
about difficult but important topics. The first volume chosen was Evicted: Poverty and Profit in
the American City.

•

Book Bike – Entering its third year, this service is a tiny library on wheels, bringing books to
community events and locations.

•

Daycare Visits – This program brings storytime to our community little ones.

•

Home Delivery Service – The library brings selected materials to local homebound individuals.
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Art
A revolving art gallery space on the second floor, featuring the work of local artists, draws in thousands of
visitors each year. In 2018 the gallery space hosted six exhibits and a juried art exhibit, “Wisconsin ArtsWest 39,” featuring 150 entries.
Dabble Box makerspace
The Dabble Box makerspace is a “do-it-yourself” multi-purpose programming space where customers
of all ages can explore technology, arts and crafts; develop new technology skills, gain confidence; and
discover new talents and career opportunities. Supplies, materials and a wide range of specialized
equipment such as 3D printer, mug press, robotics, Silhoutte CAMEO, sewing machines are available in
the Dabble Box. In addition to open labs, the schedule includes monthly projects, workshops, classes
and special programs. The Dabble Box also circulates kits which are available for check out to library
customers including ukuleles, music keyboards, Squishy Circuits, LEGO WeDo and robotics kits.

Proposed Project Benefits
“Libraries are cathedrals of the mind, hospitals of the soul,
and theme parks of the imagination.”
– British writer Caitlin Moran
The Changing role of libraries
Library usage is changing across the country. Unlike the predictions of the past – that with e-books and
Internet learning, the library’s role would soon be diminished in community life – quite the opposite
is true. Libraries are stepping in to bridge the digital divide for those without Internet access, provide
access to learning materials, act as a source of unbiased information, serve as a forum for community life
and answer the community desire to learn and grow in a myriad of innovative ways.
This new sentiment is demonstrated in a recent survey by Pew Research. Eight in 10 adults feel that public
libraries help them to find information that is trustworthy and reliable, 76 percent say that libraries help
them learn new things and 56 percent believe libraries help them to obtain information needed to make
decisions.
But there is another side to public libraries in America: they are dynamic, versatile community centers.1
Libraries today are sought after meeting spaces, working spaces, art galleries, civic forums and a place
for connecting in the community. Libraries level the playing field for youth and help those experiencing
homelessness access resources. More than half of young adults and seniors living in poverty in the United
States use public libraries to access the Internet. They used this access, among other purposes, to “find
work, apply to college, secure government benefits and learn about critical medical treatments.” For all
this, L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library costs just $43.55 per citizen each year to maintain.2
1 https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidvinjamuri/2013/01/16/why-public-libraries-matter-and-how-they-can-domore/#72889f0c69be
2 https://dpi.wi.gov/pld/data-reports/service-data, 2017 Public Library Service Data
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According to a 2015 Pew survey, almost two-thirds of adult Americans say that closing their local library
would have a major impact on their community. As Pew found, over 90 percent of adults think of public
libraries as “welcoming and friendly places,” and about half have visited or otherwise used a public
library in the last 12 months.3
Younger generations are increasingly embracing the library’s growing role. According to Pew Research,
millennials are more likely to have visited a public library in the past year, more than any other adult
generation. So, investing in libraries now, as this generation engages in community endeavors and raises
families, will have impact for decades.
What are the benefits of libraries in today’s world? More than just shelves of books and rows of computers,
libraries are where people gather to explore, interact and imagine. According to an article by the Public
Library Association, around the country the role of libraries is changing for the following reasons:4
Libraries are important partners in sustainability.
As key municipal agencies, and focal points for community education, libraries are major players in
creating livable, environmentally friendly cities and towns. The Urban Libraries Council released a report
detailing the unique ways in which libraries can further sustainability at the local level.
Libraries are places where people come to know themselves and their communities.
In the words of sociologist Robert Putnam, “People may go to the library looking mainly for information,
but they find each other there.” New moms connect at baby story-times; elderly people, often facing
difficult life transitions, attend events and find that they make new friends; teenagers meet up in
libraries’ teen spaces after school; and readers discuss current events in the periodicals room. In libraries,
community-building connections are an everyday occasion.
Libraries serve as catalysts for addressing social problems.
Public librarians know their communities firsthand and are often the first to recognize a pressing local
need simply because they interact on a daily basis with customers from all walks of life.
Libraries provide immigrants with helpful information about, and opportunities to connect with, their
new communities.
Not only are libraries gateways to the community, they provide a place where new immigrants and their
families can connect with resources, learn new skills and meet new people.
Libraries provide access to the arts for all, not just those who can afford them.
As Keith Richards said, “The public library is the great equalizer.”

3
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/03/30/how-public-libraries-help-build-healthy-communities/
4
http://publiclibrariesonline.org/2013/04/community-centered-23-reasons-why-your-library-is-the-most-importantplace-in-town/
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Libraries serve as the “people’s university.”
In a time when education is increasingly expensive, public libraries provide information and educational
opportunities free for all people, regardless of their socio-economic status.
Libraries promote civil discourse.
The decline of civil discourse stems in part from the fact that it is so easy for people to watch news
about, buy products from and engage—in both the virtual and real worlds—only with those of similar
backgrounds and ideologies.
Free tutoring, homework help programs and summer reading programs for kids and teens help bridge
the economic divide that impacts students’ academic performance.
The cost of hiring a private tutor is well beyond what many library customers can afford, so libraries offer
homework help and tutoring online, by phone, in person and even through social media and homework
apps.
Libraries are important partners in child development.
Through library collections, programs and physical spaces, children learn to share, to be engaged in their
communities, to participate in the arts and to explore their immediate world and the world at large.
The single most significant factor influencing a child’s early educational success is an introduction to
books and being read to at home prior to beginning school. 5
Children who are read to at least three times a week by a family member are almost twice as likely to
score in the top 25 percent in reading compared to children who are read to less than 3 times a week. 6

“Whatever the cost of our libraries, the price is cheap compared to
that of an ignorant nation.”
– Walter Cronkite

The Role of the Library in Eau Claire Community Life
Libraries are worth the investment. Through the analysis and results of this study, the residents of Eau
Claire are in agreement.
The downtown area of Eau Claire has seen a resurgence of arts, music and civic buildings recently
which many in the community find exciting. Downtown businesses are set to have a thriving year as the
community comes together in unprecedented ways to experience these new facilities.
5
National Commission on Reading, 1985
6
Denton, Kristen and Gerry West, Children’s Reading and Mathematics Achievement in Kindergarten and First Grade
(PDF file), U.S. Department of Education, NCES, Washington, DC, 2002.
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The L. E. Phillips Memorial Public Library, as the most visited building in downtown, is looked at now to
echo this robust new downtown area. There is a feeling that the time has come. The City of Eau Claire is
now set to prioritize needs in the building that must be addressed – from HVAC to plumbing systems that
are several generations out-of-date. And the library is ready to respond.
Programming at the library has been changing in the past few years to meet needs of residents in dynamic
new ways. But renovating isn’t enough. The library needs to expand. Expansion is being sought after now
to accommodate new needed staff (44 FTE currently, with a goal of 51) and 30 more computers, as well
as expand upon programs and services to better serve customers.
Anticipated new and enhanced programs and services include the following:
•

A new career support and job development area

•

Social services support for individuals and families experiencing homelessness (through a position
recently approved and funded by the City)

•

Expand Dabble Box to accomodate requests for audio and visual recording equipment and
additional space for local makers to come and share their skills

•

Expanded Play and Learn space for early literacy

•

Space for a Parenting Resource collection for families

•

Space for an afterschool youth tutoring program, which is currently not offered in Eau Claire

•

Learning and homework space for teens and community engagement/volunteerism activities

•

A larger meeting space and other community rooms for public events, library programs and the
newly launched civil discourse program, “One Book One Community”

•

Improved community collaborative space to meet the needs of students, English language
learners, entrepreneurs and startup businesses

•

An expanded collection of books, audiobooks and films to meet the Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction’s Public Library Standards

•

Increase collection space to accommodate the expanding “Library of Things” collections, including
Wi-Fi hotspots, robots, musical instruments, cooking gadgets, wellness kits and more

•

Expanded local music and art print collections

•

World Languages Resources area to reflect the growing diversity and
interest of the community

•

Local history room

Six hundred twelve study respondents out of 650
would support the library expansion and renovation,
believing it has merit, is justifiable and has urgency in
terms of updating failing library mechanical systems
and constructing increased space needed for
growing and evolving library services for community,
youth and educational improvements.
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Benefits and Importance of the Project
Findings
What benefits do you see for the community in the proposed expansion and renovation project of the
L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library?

Personal Interview Findings
The respondents of the private, confidential interviews repeatedly identified four key benefits when
discussing the library expansion project.
1. Community networking, literacy, technology and access
2. Expansion of L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library’s growing program base
3. Continued enhancement of the downtown area
4. Maintenance and upgrades of facility to meet current and future needs of the community
Providing increased access to literacy, technology and information was the highest rated potential benefit
listed by our interview respondents. The library is seen as an important part of the community’s civic life
and worthy of investment. Investing in the library is seen as important for children and early literacy.
Many individuals commented on the increased programming developed over the past few years and
suggested the new library space will allow expansion of these efforts. The library has proven itself worthy
of philanthropic support to grow and enhance the physical building in ways that will highlight the excellent
programming and allow it to provide increasing impact into future generations.
The ability of the library to contribute to and complement downtown changes underway was also
continually discussed in the study. There is a perception that the renovation and expansion is necessary
to help continue to lift the downtown region and to match the level of improvements taking place in the
area.
The final category of benefits interviewees discussed was the clear need to maintain and update the
building as an essential element of the history of downtown, as well as for the preservation of the library
for future generations. Many respondents pointed out that structural space is severely limited and the
capacity to fulfill programming needs is overwhelmed. Those who are knowledgeable about the lack of
maintenance over the years pointed out that the building systems, including plumbing, electrical and
HVAC, are generations overdue and lead to inefficient and expensive energy use. The building’s roof is
also in need of replacement.
Specific interview responses regarding project benefits include the following comments, divided by the
main project benefit themes expressed by respondents.
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Benefit #1 – Community Access to Resources:
•

[This project] is essential to the vitality of the community over the next 30 years.

•

I think as a campaign it is important. The dynamic of society is changing and libraries have to stay
relevant so it is essential that this initiative be creative and understand the community’s wants
and desires. The library has the highest visit rate downtown. We have to approach this with an
eye in 10 years ahead for things we haven’t thought about, how to be prepared for the unknown.

•

This is a very important social place for the community; it would have practical benefits. We have
invested a lot into our downtown through infrastructure as well as a new and different emphasis
about connecting with individual people.

•

It is vital to the community. Every generation needs to look at how they can meet the needs of the
coming generation with literacy and literacy programs for the future.

•

I have come to learn how important the library is for community members to have access to
information. Especially with all the free opportunities at the library. My daughter really enjoys
the library as a teen.

•

This is the biggest amount of money that has ever been set aside for a municipal building. I have
very strong feelings about the importance of literacy and the impact that early literacy has on a
person’s ability to navigate our culture. The impact on our culture is stunning – to read, process
information and be literate. We can avoid a lot of problems if people can become literate at an
early age before 6.

•

I believe the large program and event space and the meeting rooms will be well-used.

•

[The project] will allow for better collections and more space downstairs. The library brings
speakers into the basement meeting rooms currently, but there is not enough space for big
events. A library is a heartbeat of a community. Eau Claire is one of fastest growing communities
in Wisconsin. That heartbeat needs to be steady. Continue growth for area. Hopefully a new
library will last 30 years.

•

Continuing to help to provide the electronic access to the internet, books and other resources
is important. The young grade school kids [who use the library] are another major reason to
support this project.

•

I see benefits as providing more capacity to serve the community and having a facility that is more
functional.

•

The library is for everybody. The community knows to come to the library. The place is busy and
hopping – this is where people come to find resources and many people do not have internet
access. When you see the sources of support for education, families and adults, this is a super
resource for our community along with the Children’s Museum for kids. The library has changed
and evolved over time and is staying at the forefront in the community.

•

All libraries are important. I am pleasantly surprised to see the amount of people using the library.
There are many people of all ages.

•

Over 40 years since it was built; it was a major focal point growing up.

•

We need to maintain a central location for future generations.

•

I know the library is crowded and there is a lot of traffic in and out. This expansion is needed
because of the city’s growth over the last 40 years. The larger presentation room is a big benefit.
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•

I am fascinated by the volume and the growth and how it has outpaced the population growth,
including the number of services that is has provided as well.

•

I would hope the expansion would allow the library to contain more important literary works, a
larger volume of books in general. And as the community grows and there are more older people
using the library, I would hope the library would expand its large print section.

•

I love the library. Intellectual wellness is just as important as physical wellness. We used the
library a lot with our daycare program in the summer.

•

It’s essential to the vitality of the community over the next 30 years. The library plays a central
role in both the economic and social-cultural aspect to build community. Essential to the future
of the greater Eau Claire going beyond the city limits. I think libraries in particular are essential to
the civic health of the community.

•

There is merit with this project. The Pablo Center campaign served as a threshold project. We
can’t say we cannot do these big projects. This is a well-resourced community.

•

Yes, we need more resources. I certainly see the value of the expansion.

Benefit #2 – Expanded Library Programming:
•

As a parent, the children’s area could be enlarged. Generally, I think it’s a strong asset currently.
It comes down to staying relevant and being an asset for the community in creativity, education
and literacy – how to keep it responsive and relevant in this informational age. It’s ambitious but
the net zero energy design is exciting as a member of the “green team.” It might attract funders. I
have seen multiple designs. I like it and like the plaza idea. I think that is critical, the drive-in teller,
expanding the outdoor space.

•

The library is overwhelmed due to lack of space. I am fascinated with the projects this library has
done and is creating – the many ways to get people engaged in the library. Libraries are always
important to me as my early life was spent at the library. I like the smell of books.

•

Our library is so much more than a place with books. Even if it were just books – it’s wonderful,
but so much more: legal resources, Internet access, apply for jobs, educational place, social
gathering. It is the heart of downtown. It is the most visited place downtown!

•

Expanding library services for children and adults benefits the community. We have a workforce
issue in Eau Claire. The more we encourage career and work force development, the better off
our community will be. The current support from the City of Eau Claire toward the library is good.

•

It is valuable in that it provides educational and job training. Expanding community outreach
would be valuable for Eau Claire.

•

The third-floor expansion has great plans – to enhance the programs and the technology upgrades
are wonderful, it will help to improve access to all.

•

I support it, not only for the inventory of books and other materials, just to allow it to expand
programming. The library provides a place for kids to learn and grow, to get them involved [in
their community]. We are developing young people into citizens of the city.

•

I compliment the library on the way they get out into the community – mobile library in summer,
return boxes around, the bus program.
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•

I would say yes to expansion option #3 – it’s so important I think the bank should be torn down
and connected with a mall to the city hall and the Pablo Center. Regional Arts Center closed.
Sculpture tour – biggest around. I’d like to see a rotation of sculptures in the mall area and other
strategic places to bring people to the library. People could purchase these. San Antonio and the
twin cities have great libraries to look at and model on.

•

This is the best library I’ve worked with. Part of the challenge will be convincing people that this
is worthwhile. The library works well now. There is growth in activity although there is a drift
away in physical books. There are a lot of areas where the library can be important. I see it as an
important vehicle to help lower income groups.

•

If all the aspects are incorporated into the new design, we will fulfill a larger variety of free event
settings, both large and small, which will provide many benefits to organizations and individuals.
More options will be available for smaller groups, events and special programs. Increased version
of the dabble box space for specific areas like audio video, photograph, etc.

•

Being able to expand into new programs is important. Providing more educational opportunities
and fun, healthy outlets for their daily lives is important. Expansion will provide more available
times to bring children and field trips for schools.

•

We need to have more room for computer terminals and online access. Also printing facilities,
printing in color, etc. because things like the census, maps, proprietary databases, genealogy, etc.,
have different protocols and with libraries you can stay up to speed on the latest technology to be
able to print properly. This is a major reason for expanding.

•

Children’s programs are important and growing. We need more space. The mobile library and
outreach is very important.

•

Technology with digital books and the importance of technology access is a huge focus.

•

The benefits would be more resources and increased technology access.

•

We need computers to serve people who are applying for job applications too, hands-on
experience to provide support.

Benefit #3 – Downtown Revitalization:
•

I think it fits in with everything downtown has been doing with renovations and revitalization. The
library should be part of this expansion as a place to come so customers also patronize downtown
businesses. My kids visit, my friend’s kids visit. It’s a popular place. It fits perfectly with what
downtown is doing.

•

We need more space. The hard part is going to share “why” this is necessary. Meeting room space
is very necessary. Different from the previous referendum, there is much growth downtown. The
increasing office space downtown and revitalization of downtown is very important.

•

The expansion and renovation continues with [this project]. It contributes to the growth of
downtown and is a great part of downtown revitalization. Coming to the library is a safe,
comfortable spot, welcoming. There isn’t enough of that in the world right now. Technology and
opportunities, human contact, other resources the library offer.
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•

I am glad it is staying here in downtown and that they can expand on the 3rd floor. It provides
a strong foundation in place to tie the old Eau Claire and new Eau Claire together. Using the
space we have makes sense. Don’t want to take more property away that could be used for other
purposes since there is a big homeless population.

•

It is an institutional anchor when looking at downtown development and it needs to continue to
fill that role for the downtown.

•

Access to public information is important to me. It is also important to have a singular downtown.
The library expansion could help the city have a more vibrant downtown. It could make a big
impact.

•

From a city-wide perspective it is important, a part of it is having a state-of-art library. It is part of
our Eau Claire brand. Lives are transformed by library services and programs and access to other
services.

Benefit #4 – Building Upkeep:
•

Modernization of the library is important. All of the systems for technology and other systems
like air handling, plumbing and electrical are several generations behind. The other good reason
to expand is the building is in good shape from a structural perspective. The building could last
several hundred years more. It was designed to expand upward which is very important.

•

Libraries generally are important. I see benefits. Some maintenance of the facility is necessary
and some level of expansion, certainly.

•

I support completing what needs to be fixed and I like the forward thinking of building for the
future. The building is in great location and there was great forethought in allowing the third-floor
growth up [in the original design].

•

Obviously, the infrastructure improvements are needed.

Please note, a total of 43 personal interview respondents answered this question.
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Focus Group Findings
The focus groups who participated in a conversation for this study had similar remarks about the benefits
of the proposed project to the community, in addition to emphasizing that the growth in the creative
economy would be supported by new programming and creative space in the new design.
Benefit #1 – Downtown Revitalization:
•

Revitalization along riverfront will allow the library to match that wave.

•

Library could be a key player in the creative economy that’s a big focus in the city.

•

Riverfront, bike trail possibility to connect to the library.

•

Collaborative relationships – health care, universities, staging area or participant that could tie
the project together. Children’s resource center – how combine forces?

•

The library has a long history in the community and has grown and changed as all libraries have,
but the facility needs to catch up in a substantive way.

•

Campaigns and municipal funding – good opportunity that the city is providing for the library.

Benefit #2 – Community Space and Access:
•

Part of rebranding will attract different demographic – millennials. The project will be something
to aspire to vs. an old institution. The community can see it as an inspiration.

•

Library is a neutral space but needs more space for hosting a variety of different opportunities for
community. More space will allow more opportunities. Space limits its possibilities now.

•

Portion of population does not have access to technology.

•

Central point for distribution of information.

•

Need more spaces and a variety of spaces – quiet space and teen space.

•

Mission – Lifelong learning, providing space (online as well as people coming together), provide
resources for people (books, technology, etc). The building would provide for all.

•

Access to learning, reading and technology for everyone.

•

Alternative learning resources, space for literacy, space for people of all ages since traditional
classroom doesn’t work for everyone. Extend learning to where people are. Go into homes, etc.

•

Develop collaboration rooms for performances, speakers, teen area, studios, etc. Libraries are
living organism that build collaboration in cities.

Benefit #3 – Programs:
•

Programs and services are innovative but building needs modernization to keep up and attract
more customers.

•

Role of libraries is evolving and access for all is increasingly important – the challenges stack up.
Institution still needs to provide books, but also resources for all those who walk through the
door. It’s too small to provide for all the programs and services the community needs. There are
dark spaces and walls. The time is now for updates. Creating as an educational facility is key.
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•

A “library” is a limited term. It’s more of a resource center, community center, etc. When programs
in place, people will realize there is more than what we used to think of a library. When children’s
programs are filled up, staff close the door when no space left. The programs are packed.

•

Circulation and programming – some for necessary updates, but with expansion more books and
space for programming and various age groups. Community of this size should have more books,
staff and computers for this growing community. Not just about square footage.

•

My teenage daughter uses the teen area, place to be social in a good environment, find new
reads, homework.

Benefit #4 – Arts/Music/Creative Economy:
•

Makerspace would be a benefit.

•

[Special events] space would be great for speakers and larger groups – a rising tide raises all ships.
The demand is huge for meeting space, even with the spaces at the Pablo.

•

Wonderful gallery space. I would love to see that addressed and expanded. It’s a great resource
for community artists and customers.

Online Survey Respondent Findings
Online survey respondents echoed the general findings of the personal interview respondents and those
of the focus groups. This study therefore zeroes in on the more in-depth conversations held with personal
interviewees and focus group participants.
Public Survey Graph #1 - Expansion

Are you personally interested in seeing the expansion of the
L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library completed and the
beneﬁts realized for area residents?

Yes
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Please note, a total of 576 public survey respondents answered this question.
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Conclusions
The library is clearly a treasured resource for residents and a valued part of the downtown region. Overall
the community is impressed by the need for expansion and renovation of the building. Respondents
showed a great admiration of the variety of programming that has revitalized the library in the past few
years – from children’s events to community outreach – and would like to see an expansion that allowed
this to continue in years to come. Of particular note is the need to ensure that programming is given
more space to benefit the community, especially for promoting civic engagement and providing meeting
spaces for community use and for children and youth who utilize the library for educational enrichment.
Not a single respondent said that the library should remain as it is. Parents, business leaders and
philanthropists all agreed – the community would benefit from this project.

Questions Regarding the Project
Findings
What questions do you have about the project?

Personal Interview Findings
General support for L.E. Phillips Memorial Public library expansion and renovation is consistently
strong. Eau Claire leaders believe this project meshes well with the rejuvenation of downtown and they
understand how projects like these can have positive outcomes for businesses, residents and whole
communities. This initial support, however, does not go without questions. The range of questions about
the potential library campaign were diverse and many, which is very common for the discovery stage of
a project of this scope in a city the size of Eau Claire. There is clearly a need for an articulated discussion
in the community of the purpose of the project, the design and how the city is handling the cost as well
as the need for private funds to help secure all the community benefit.
The following list demonstrates the categories of questions.
•

Design questions

•

Timing/operation of the campaign

•

The role of libraries in the future

•

Finding leadership/donor fatigue

•

Support from the city/government/tax questions

•

Need within the community

•

Cost– Needs vs. Wants

•

Opening other locations instead
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It is clear that the community needs a better understanding of the design goals of the project – starting
with the program goals and the needs of the building and then explain how the design fulfills those needs.
With several potential design options on the table, respondents had many questions about seating,
parking issues, naming opportunities, inclusion of a café, accessibility and so on. Several respondents
asked about the level of security needed and the rising issue of those experiencing homelessness
spending time at the library. There were also several questions about support for these individuals and a
desire to appropriately address their needs in the context of a library’s function in the community.
Respondents also asked about how a campaign would operate in the community and the timing of this
campaign in particular. With the several large campaigns currently underway, just completed or about to
start, this is of course a key question for the campaign committees. Other questions focused on the length
of the pledge period, how the final design cost would be determined and if library staff were supportive.
Several respondents took the long view of the project and wondered about the role of libraries in the
future, i.e., if the expansion of the library is worth the investment, if online resources would be sufficient
and if physical collections of books would even be necessary in the future.
An equal number of respondents asked about the City’s role in the project financially and whether it
should give more or perhaps if the county could contribute. The question of potential tax impact was also
asked multiple times.
On the heels of another major campaign, many respondents wondered about the ability to find lead gifts
and campaign leadership for this project. Donor fatigue was an often-used descriptor for the area’s top
donors.
The question of community needs also arose, not as to whether there was a need, but how the library
planned to use the expansion to meet the perceived needs in the community. These included programming
for the elderly, needs of the various demographics who visit the library and how this project would
address the programming needs and vision of the library.
A few respondents asked about what in the proposed design might be a “want” rather than a “need” and
whether a scaled down version of the project would be best in the current philanthropic climate of the
city. And then, a few comments questioned whether the library ought to look into expanded locations
with branch options.
Question #1 – Design:
•

Is any of the fundraising money supporting the outdoor plaza? My desire is for space to be utilized
outside. How are libraries trying to be creative in funding? What about a coffee shop? A food
truck event? The plaza could host food trucks, a public market or community kitchen kind of
space. Could the library have a space that could be for cooking classes? What are some ways
to bring in more revenue and appeal, to get more people to show up? This is like the idea of a
third-place concept, not where you live or work but where you hang out. How to be creative with
programming and funding but not undermine the traditional library feel.

•

What does “enhanced security system” mean? At what point do we monitor the people coming
here too much vs. what is safe for the library, i.e. homeless people? Where can people stay warm
and spend their time? This is a welcoming area. We need another Carnegie to fund the library.
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•

Could we allow for more community collaborations? We need more rooms to gather in, like for
board meeting rooms. etc. FREE spaces. Focus on not duplicating efforts.

•

What are the accessibility benefits? What is the parking? The balance of providing enough for the
people that use the library, with young families. Lower income access from bus routes, etc.

•

How do we express the needs of those experiencing homelessness who are utilizing the library
with all those others who wish to use the libraries?

•

How are you changing the technology and resources, programs for the children how is it different
from the Children’s Museum? You could set it apart or collaborate. Nuts and bolts but then how
is it going to set itself apart, but still collaborate with other projects?

•

Will there be expanded hours? What about a café? Having a café would be a draw.

•

What are the details of the expansion? Is there still adequate parking?

•

How much seating is downstairs now? I trust the board did their homework.

•

What are the current problems and limitations?

•

Would there be opportunities for naming with the renovation and activities?

•

Will the library name stay the same?

•

What about a company donating a computer lab or supporting a program over time?

•

Will there be adequate parking?

•

Do the meeting spaces need to be here? Is it viable to have public meetings rooms in Oakwood
Mall or elsewhere? Maybe that service provider doesn’t need to be the library.

•

Would this be the last expansion you could complete?

•

How large in sq. ft. is the proposed conference space?

•

How this will change the look and feel of the building?

•

Where is this architect located? What would be the cost of just the third floor?

•

What is the 250 seat performance space?

•

What will this budget accomplish for the upgrades to the existing spot?

Question #2 – Campaign:
•

What do we absolutely need for the expansion in terms of how much we can fundraise?

•

What are we talking about in terms of timeframe?

•

Would a matching opportunity be available?

•

Fundraising would begin then in 2019?

•

Do they have a feeling which way to go or is it still all preliminary?

•

Do you have a plan B and Plan C if you do not raise all the funding?

•

Are staff members supportive of the fundraising and are they committed to this process?

•

When would you require the first payment and over how many years could we give?

•

Timing is the question, how to do this project with the resources currently available?
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•

What is the timeline and urgency?

•

What are alternatives if we can’t raise full amount?

•

How long will it take? When will public find out and how can people support it?

•

Have they done enough studies? Is there the demand in the community?

•

How does the funding come together?

•

Would the university somehow support the facility?

•

What are the goals of the expansion?

•

What factors will be used to set the final goal?

•

What is going into the expansion, nuts and bolts, the outdoor space, utilizing the river? You can
sell the project that way. The Pablo project tide, using the closeness to the river. A big plug is to
build into the downtown expansion.

Question #3 – Roles of Library in the Future:
•

I don’t know the big picture, what are libraries supposed to be in 10, 20, 50 years? I’m assuming,
leadership knows how this should go.

•

I struggle with the changing role of the library as it evolves from repository of books to, whatever
is next, how do those space needs relate to these particular plans?

•

Will printed material be necessary in the future?

•

First, I am wondering, given this day and age, what is the need for expansion? Is there really the
need for [more] physical space?

•

What does the future hold for libraries and library services?

•

Collection drives needs in the past, but now with information online, is that still a need?

•

Can it be accomplished in another way without expanding the library building, can we focus on
technology for access to books as opposed to warehousing them in a central library?

•

Looking toward the future, what is the vision and what is it going forward?

•

We need to talk about why in this era of electronic materials, why do they need to expand
collection, why not just check out the eBook?

•

With the internet and downloading options, is the cost necessary to meet the demand for the
next 20 to 25 years?

•

Will libraries have the extensive demand they have had the past 50 years?
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Question #4 – Finding Leadership/Donor Fatigue:
•

Is this the right time? (Our funding is spoken for.) What does the funding accomplish in terms of
community benefit?

•

There are lots of other projects, can we dovetail with them? There is the Sonnentag Center for
wellness, Pablo Center for the Arts, using those as intellectual wellness of the library. Wow, yes,
right on the heels of Pablo and right before Sonnentag, my question is how to balance out the
community with a mix of all three.

•

Who are visible champions of this project?

•

What other funding sources do you know of?

•

Will this campaign be able to get the traction for donors?

•

Do we value the library or don’t we? If it is important, then we need to create the messaging to
help see this happen.

•

Is the community going to be able to raise the funds?

•

Are you sure we can do this with all that has gone on with fundraising for Pablo, the Children’s
Museum, and all the other fundraising projects that are coming?

•

Are we going to be able to reach the top goal of $11.5M?

•

Who are you looking at for private donations?

Question #5 – City Funding/Taxes:
•

Is there any county funding that could be used for the campaign?

•

What about the tax burden to tax payers? 1/2 and 1/2 seems like it would work out well.

•

How do you call the City to its full responsibility toward this library as a municipal facility? It needs
to step up.

•

Will there be two assessments? How much will property taxes actually increase?

•

I like to be positive, but there are some council members who want to know why it’s such a big
chunk of money. More expensive because of the weight load – not just a shed. But it’s important
for community to be aware of why it’s pricey.

•

Partially financed by the city, state, or privately?

•

Would the county give money toward the expansion?

•

Why doesn’t the city pick up the total tab on it now? We need to address this. This is the city’s
child, if they’re trying to move it out of the house they better have a good reason. Answering the
current question if it’s on the tax bill.

•

Would think the new council would be in favor of the library? Who is lobbying for the library?

•

What is the dollar valuation of the library in terms of the total city?
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Question #6 – Support in the Community:
•

How can we market/educate blue collar families on services tailored to them and why this
campaign is important to them/all people of Eau Claire? The case for support should be attractive
to all segments of the community (youth, elderly, blue collar).

•

What is the age breakdown of the customers per day?

•

How is the expanded library going to meet the needs of the aging population?

•

How do we message the project to encourage the buy-in from retired persons?

•

How do you state the need? Is there still a growing demand?

•

Who is using the library the most? What age of people, etc.? A breakdown of demographics
would be helpful.

•

What is the average citizen going to get out of this project? You have to answer that question –
what’s in it for me?

•

How can we connect the project to the future of why this is needed? What is the vision we’re
aspiring to create?

•

Can you zero in on what is most important to the thousands of people who utilize the library?

•

What programming areas have the most need to grow?

Question #7 – Costs and Needs vs Wants:
•

I do have questions about the scope of the design and needs vs. wants.

•

Why is the present facility inadequate? How do we fix it?

•

Can we raise this much? And what is the feasibility to do everything they wish to do?

•

Can it be accomplished in the current footprint or do we need to expand?

•

What is most important in terms of the expansion and how the public looks at the project in
terms of philanthropy?

•

Do we have resources to do it all? – a lot has been raised in the last few years and more to come.

•

Is there a way to get the things they really need and do the other things later?

Question #8 – Satellite Libraries:
•

Has there been any thought about alternative library locations such as pop up locations? Different
sections of the city that is more accessible to more people?

•

Would the satellite library [model] work to provide access and save money?

•

Is building new branch libraries an option? If not, why?
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Focus Group Findings
The focus groups had similar questions about the project including the relevancy of libraries in the future,
parking and accessibility for seniors in a busy downtown, as well as how to get the community on board
with increased partnerships and collaborations.
•

Technology needs to be addressed fully. Community is changing. How does the library contribute
to that? Technology accessibility.

•

What’s the typical breakdown for city and fundraising?

•

What is an appropriate amount to walk? Two blocks is too far for elderly and small children.

•

How get message out about preserving the closer parking spaces? Senior parking, parking for
parents with young children.

•

Are libraries relevant?

•

How getting survey out to non-library users? City website? School district? When last in library?
Volume One article?

•

City hall didn’t fundraise for renovations but kept it within available funding. Why is the library
not trying to do that?

•

How can we partner with other key institutions?

•

From a building standpoint – there are not many buildings that showcase environmentally
sustainable structure. How can we push that angle for fundraising?

•

How will the design address needs of an older population?

•

What about smaller libraries that are more accessible?

•

Parking is an issue for older population, what about lack of parking downtown?

•

What message can we use for those who want to get into the workforce?

Online Survey Respondent Findings
Online survey respondents echoed the general findings of the personal interviewees and those of the
focus group participants. This study therefore zeroes in on the more in-depth conversations held with
personal interviewees and the focus group participants.

Conclusions
A large number of questions were identified in the research. This is not uncommon at this early stage of
a campaign and is not a major concern to the consulting firm. Clearly the questions that the community
needs answered must be addressed before this campaign can move forward. The campaign leaders and
committee members will utilize this list of comments as a guide for framing the capital campaign case
for support and answering important questions for key stakeholders and community leaders during the
pre-campaign stage.
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Concerns Regarding the Project
Findings
What concerns do you have regarding the project or potential campaign?

Personal Interview Findings
Concerns for the project echoed the questions above. These included:
•

Donor fatigue/timing

•

Lack of community support or awareness

•

The role of the City/taxes

•

Design

•

The population of those experiencing homelessness

•

Cost

•

The future role of libraries

The respondents concern about the timing of the campaign, due to the perceived donor fatigue in the
region was the number one reported concern in our study. There is a sense of urgency in the community
to complete the project and a clear enthusiasm but also a reticence about the timing and amount needed
for the full expansion and renovation proposed in the study.
Even though all of our respondents supported the project there was a concern expressed by some
individuals that the project would not be supported by the community to a high enough extent to achieve
the $11.5M proposed goal.
Several individuals were concerned that the City of Eau Claire had not done enough historically to support
the upkeep of the building and that the community was now being asked to cover deferred maintenance
resulting from the lack of commitment to the library over the past 46 years. There was a certain level of
concern about the tax implications for Eau Claire residents.
There were some concerns about the design – namely that parking was not part of the design and would
be even tighter with the revamping of the current parking lot into a larger basement level space. There
was also a concern that some of the design elements would be competing with the purpose of the new
Pablo Center at the Confluence. For example, some asked about the “auditorium” space, which may be
more accurately described as program and event space.
Only a few people were concerned about the cost. It seemed to be understood that the level of funding
needed was to be expected given the lack of maintenance over the past years, the rapidly expanding
programs and services, as well as the high demand for community gathering spaces.
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Additionally, approximately 12 percent of all respondents were concerned about how the library would
be addressing the issue of the rising number of individuals experiencing homelessness who utilize the
library. Finally, a few comments expressed concern about the role of libraries in the future, and whether
the program space needed was justified by the true mission of the library.

Concern #1 – Donor fatigue/timing:
•

There is a lot going on. I could see some kick back from the community.

•

We have so many other fundraising initiatives being planned or underway.

•

Eleven years ago the capital campaign was quite ambitious. This is even bigger and very
aspirational. It is what the library needs but will the community get on board?

•

The big concern is the donor fatigue, we did get the Confluence project so the community can do
it. If we can get one or two big donors on the project it is possible.

•

Timing and resources are my concern. Only so much available. Timing is never perfect. Another
concern is this is quite an expansion. It’s easy to have that big wonderful dream but is it going to
work? I would have a concern about the $11.5M goal. You don’t want to go out with the idea of
the $11.5M and only do $5M because then that feels like a defeat. Be careful of what you commit
to.

•

It’s a hard time to look at renovating and expanding.

•

Another concern – It is really important that this be approached in certain ways because of
the existing capital campaigns going on right now – Confluence, University projects, Children’s
and Women’s Shelter. Couple that with fact that voters just voted to raise taxes for schools and
assessed values of homes. Taxes are up and campaigns are going on. This is a strain on people’s
checkbooks. The market may dip again. But library has touched everyone. Best chance to reach
as many people as possible. Stories and memories and connecting to their own experience. One
strength is that the community hasn’t had a recent opportunity to give to the library. The vision
and the visual is great. Lots of potential for businesses to put their names on it.

•

My concern is, will the public step up to privately give to the project?

•

The biggest dilemma I see is that there are four emerging campaigns in the area.

•

My overall concern is the willingness of philanthropy to help foot the bill and the ability to
transition to a plan B or C if we cannot fundraise the total goal.

•

My concern is competing with Pablo Center and Sonnentag Center.

•

There are many community projects going on right now so within 5 years, a lot of money has been
requested.

•

So many other campaigns – Pablo, Sonnentag, Feed My People, Chippewa Valley Free Clinic. What
level can we accomplish?

•

Donor fatigue is my concern for the campaign. For the project my concern is, to what extent does
the city have a responsibility to fund the expansion? L.E. Phillips naming rights. A match or large
gift that would be important for a campaign’s success.

•

I have some concerns that we need strong leadership and folks might be tired of leading.

•

Capital funding burn out – the number of campaigns going on now.
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•

Cost is my concern, and the other projects. It’s great but, knowing other things coming, Children’s
museum, Pablo, etc. This is a foundation of the community, it’s not taking away from those,
different offerings, draw a different spin than the others. Collaborative yet standing apart.

•

Donor fatigue. Money is spoken for somewhere else.

Concern #2 – Lack of community support or awareness:
•

Make sure this is not duplicating facilities that are already available in the downtown, – the
“performance space.” Be careful not to be duplicative. In addition, a convention center is talked
about downtown. Anything the library does needs to be in the context of other projects.

•

I’m uncertain [about the project]. The repairs have to be done. We know that. We have to keep
up. It’s frustrating to see the relationship that the city has here from the financial standpoint.

•

Things going on that are not addressed, the homeless population, for example. We need to
address the problem.

•

The library must defend itself in the community. If it does not have a focused mission, we may
lose the interest and support.

•

The capital campaign may be affected by some misunderstandings regarding the new positions
with how the requests of budget issues are concerned.

•

The messaging for the need must be very explicit. When people come in, they don’t experience
the need.

•

Demonstrate very clearly what the problem is and why we need it is imperative. Not just for those
that check out books, but connecting at every level, especially to the future of the community.

Concern #3 – The role of the City /taxes:
•

I question the funding of the remodel and the expansion. Very concerned that the public isn’t
putting enough into it, both the city and the county.

•

More taxes and more donors being asked. The community will be asking about this.

•

Collecting the money. The City needs to really buy in and do their part financially. This is a building
that is 46 years old; I hope they would continue their responsibility for planning for the future.
The City council needs to buy in to their responsibility as well as the community.

•

As a school district – we are responsible for upkeep/don’t raise money to do those things.
City is fully funding street department, why would they require this of the library? It has been
disproportionately not funded over the years. The library has been neglected. This is an historical
concern, but it has brought us to where we are today.

•

If I don’t believe in how it should be done, it’s hard for me to encourage people to donate. I
believe the city should control and manage this, if that’s the conclusion, then I’d say that’s who
should do it with no private funding. The library will need to articulate why the trade-offs are
made and how to justify those.

•

Clearly there is a political dynamic you are going to experience. Most people’s reaction for a
library is that you have the hurdle that there is not enough tax resources to do it all.

•

It is a pretty hard sell to say that the city’s gift is basically one of deferred maintenance.
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Concern #4 – Design:
•

Keep parking below and a drive-through window as priorities even if we don’t do the $11.5M
expansion option. Accessibility is a basic need to serving the whole community.

•

In order to honor the donors who gave to the last campaign which renovated the children’s area,
keep that area in the same location and expand from there if possible.

•

Keeping it at the center of the city is important. Make sure there is adequate parking.

•

My concern would be that the virtues of the current warm and inviting building would be
diminished by anything that is added on.

•

The space necessary for the addition, whether it will include more stories or a larger footprint.

•

We have a lack of technology in schools. Students who don’t have computers at home, it is a real
need for our students to have access. I hope this library expansion will help our students who
don’t have that access.

•

Parking is my concern and the number of books. Will they have the upgraded systems to support
that?

•

Duplicate efforts of auditorium space, and lack of downtown parking. And the actual physical
space. What about transporting kids and providing event spaces for kids? Field trip opportunity
spaces. Providing free space for kids to come. What is the year-round program plan? How does it
continue to be supported in the summer?

•

Like the Feed My People project, they bring the food to the people for example. What about more
pop up library ideas? We need more libraries to reach more people. Lots of empty spaces around
town.

•

It is helpful to understand the programming piece. The numbers need to jive with square footage
expansion.

•

I support the concept of only one library with no branches and we should support the one we
have.

Concern #5 – The population of those experiencing homelessness:
•

The homeless population – concern that other library users are being driven away with concerns
about their safety and comfort level when there are people experiencing homelessness, sleeping
and being in the library. The de facto daytime shelter. They get kicked out of the shelter in the
morning and they have nowhere to go. What is the answer?

•

As downtown became home to more social service entities – all doing good things – we have not
come to a conclusion about the needs of those experiencing home insecurity. Part of making the
library safer is a challenge. The failure to deal with the realities of homelessness and the incredible
need in downtown. The community has many challenges due to the poverty of the area.

•

My concern is regarding a group of people who do not like change. They are organized and loud.
As we upscale everything downtown, we still need affordable space and its becoming extremely
limited. Important for homeless to know they are still welcome here during the day. Everyone
should feel welcome to come to the library. Plenty of families who don’t have Internet access –
we need all to feel welcome.
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Concern #6 – Cost:
•

The dollar amount will be a challenge. It seems to be an overwhelming number [for the cost]. The
realities of the budget will be a hard sell.

•

It seems like a large budget for the square footage.

•

We wanted $3.2M in the early 2000’s and the library only secured $1.5M. I hope we can complete
this.

Concern #7 – The future role of libraries:
•

My concern is about the role of libraries in the community in general and whether all these
programs are filling the mission of the library, if the library should be the one to do that.

•

I wonder if the library lost some of its value with the internet. But still valuable, yes, I see that. Yes,
we need more books. I certainly see the value of the expansion.

No concerns:
•

As the downtown becomes more dynamic the library will maintain a more important role.

•

If the case for the position is made, then I think the community will support it. Fifteen years ago,
I am not sure that would be the case.

•

Money is possible, but I think we need to ask. Great project, great for community. Most
communities this size have more than one library.

Focus Group Findings
The focus group conversation echoed many of these same concerns, with a few additions. The group
pointed out the need to change the community perception of the library from a “museum of books, to a
living organism of collaboration.”
Regarding the design, several individuals expressed concern about the FFE costs of the project and
a caution to make sure the design costs did not overrun the possible fundraising goal. In terms of
programmatic concerns, several individuals expressed the desire to see more English language learning
programming with the expansion and more books in other languages.
Finally, another concern was the issue of drugs and those experiencing homelessness in the downtown
region and how the library would be addressing this issue, especially for the safety of youth and children.
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Concern #1 – Design:
•

Parking. Location.

•

Satellite location vs. programming into the community.

•

Perception that the library just had a campaign.

•

Library branches – west side location? Housing districts with no access to library, east side near
Festival Foods, there is more to Eau Claire than downtown. Pull data to see who uses library. Eau
Claire is expanding out, do those on outskirts use it?

•

Eau Claire parking – love/hate relationship, varies in the summer and winter.

•

Beautiful site, but building doesn’t take advantage of the views and grounds. Design around the
river and views.

•

Community for the Confluence – perception that it is an elitist group.

Concern #2 – City/taxes:
•

Plumbing, mechanics, roof, all major systems are old and on last life.

•

50/50 is not right proportion. Keeping library up to date should be more of city’s responsibility.
Library is one of most important pieces of community. What is achievable for the library campaign?

•

City hall renovation didn’t need fundraising, why the library?

•

In the history of the building – the City paid 90 percent of the building. L.E. Phillips donated 10
percent for name. Didn’t that set a precedent for the percentage of support needed.

•

Library capital improvement budget was not in the City’s budget until the last few years. Library
bequests and Friends of the Library helped with some projects, but the City hasn’t had library on
the docket for capital improvements. No history with this process. How should this be approached?
Is there is room to adjust to what people in the community want?

•

Public/Private portion struggle. Yes/No vote. People want to know why there is a split public/
private part.

•

I have visited 40 to 50 public libraries in the state of all sizes. I have found even in the most
contentious political climate and defunding of arts and education, the one place both political
parties support is libraries.

•

No matter your political persuasion, people can get on board with libraries. Many success stories
through library programs.

Concern #3 – Donor fatigue:
•

Donor Fatigue, but also donor excitement.

•

Timing with other campaigns.

•

Donor fatigue is an excuse, there is enough wealth in community, but need people engaged if
they haven’t been.

•

If want to continue to grow and prosper, community needs to step up.
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•

Major concern – people who use library are not the wealthiest. Who do we market to?

•

Donor Fatigue, Confluence total $60M, still $7.3 to raise, Boys and Girls Club, Sonnentag (new
student complex tied to UWEC and YMCA) $90M 2020 big asks.

Concern #4 – The population of those experiencing homelessness:
•

Homeless individuals have become an issue, hopefully the new positions will help.

Online Survey Respondent Findings
Online survey respondents echoed the general findings of the personal interviewees and those of the
focus group participants. This study therefore zeroes in on the more in-depth conversations held with
personal interviewees and focus group participants.

Conclusions
The concerns expressed by key stakeholders and potential donors through the survey data are all valid
points. There have been many campaigns in Eau Claire in the past few years and there is a sense the
community is “campaigned out” in some sectors, both in terms of giving and in terms of leadership. As
addressed above, there is also a feeling that now is the time – with the City’s pledge in hand, designs
ready to go and HVAC/plumbing and electrical systems at the end of their usable life – and that this
project must move forward, even while doubts remain. The library campaign, as the third leg of the
holistic development of Eau Claire, is still viewed as imperative. This is a city with residents committed to
a bright future who know how to effectively implement a campaign.
How the community interacts with the growing presence of those experiencing homelessness in the
library building is also a very real concern. But as other cities have shown, there are ways to mitigate
the impact of this concern and make the library a safe and comfortable place for everyone. Hiring a new
social services staff position, recently funded by the City, will be a first positive step to address the needs
of this vulnerable population. Design elements – such as retardant furnishings and lockers for large packs
– could also address some other concerns and comments that have been made.
Parking, accessibility and some design questions were also validated as concerns. The community wants
more detail about how space will be used while still remaining accessible to the elderly, young families
and those with disabilities. The question of the City stepping up for a larger role was also a concern. Many
interviewees voiced the City’s pledge of $11.5M for the project may just represent decades of delayed
maintenance. As a major financial commitment exists now, time is of the essence to capitalize on this
while the current Council is in favor of renovation and expansion.
In all, it is the finding of this study that the concerns of respondents toward the campaign can be addressed
through a carefully planned campaign, case statement and an FAQ document addressing these issues
head on well before any formal solicitation of donors would take place.
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Fundraising Campaigns
Findings
Personal Interview and Focus Group Findings
Community fundraising for past campaigns has been extremely successful in Eau Claire; however,
respondents identified concerns about another major campaign in a short amount of time. Interviewees
were asked whether a campaign goal of $11.5M could be met through the proposed campaign. Concerns
were evident regarding the number of recent high dollar campaigns and pledges sought for these recent
and forthcoming campaigns.
The most significant issue to impact potential gifts is the area’s major fundraising campaigns which have
been completed in the last several years, are currently underway or being planned. Respondents listed
the current or near-term major fundraising initiatives:
Pablo Center at the Confluence

Proposed final $6M

UWEC/YMCA - Sonnentag Center

Initial goal $64M (Estimates possibly $10M higher)

Feed My People

Feeding Healthy Futures Expansion Project $3M

Children’s Museum of Eau Claire

Expansion $7-8M

Hope Gospel Mission

Campaign For Hope $8.8M

A level of philanthropic competition exists as evidenced by the number of capital campaigns underway
or being planned. However, these graphs indicate an extremely high level of support in the expansion of
the library.

Please note, a total of 40 personal interview respondents answered this question.
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Public Survey Graph #1 - Expansion

Are you personally interested in seeing the expansion of the
L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library completed and the
beneﬁts realized for area residents?
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Please note, a total of 576 public survey respondents answered this question.

Conclusions
The number of successful area campaigns in the past five years have truly presented this proposed
campaign a double-edged sword. On the one hand, the community may be experiencing some level of
donor fatigue and area leaders may be tapped out from all the campaign meetings and special events. On
the other hand, the community is clearly capable of fundraising extraordinary levels of giving for stellar
community-wide projects and is comfortable with the roles and expectations necessary to initiate and
see through a campaign of this magnitude. The Eau Claire community is savvy about fundraising. When
community residents want to see a project through to completion, they know how to get the job done.
The current projects of the area have addressed the arts community needs. The proposed YMCA/
University Wellness Center project will be addressing physical and recreational needs. The library
expansion and renovation project can then be seen as addressing the third prong on the three-legged
stool of quality of life benefits and community development – a youth and education-focused project
from which the whole community can benefit.
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Potential for Lead Gifts and Indication to Give
Findings
All successful capital campaigns require 12 to 16 major gift pledges to provide 60 to 70 percent of the
total campaign goal. Moreover, the lead gift and top two gift levels are vital to a campaign’s overall
success.
Eau Claire is an extremely successful community with a legacy of philanthropic commitment to many
entities such as the University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire, health care institutions and non-profit
organizations. Local individuals, businesses, foundations and organizations were identified as having the
potential capacity to support the top levels of major gifts required over a three-year pledge period.
However, due to the giving climate having been tapped significantly for past, current and planned capital
campaigns, respondents felt the $11.5M goal could not be reached at this time.
At the publishing of this study a lead gift had not been identified for any of the three expansion options
(see next page). Two respondents remarked a top gift would be forthcoming for the campaign of $500,000.
Four respondents indicated a gift in the $100,000 plus range. Two respondents indicated pledges were
possible in the $50,000 to $99,999 range. Four respondents indicated they would support the effort
in the $25,000 to $49,999 range. Four respondents suggested they would consider a gift in the range
of $10,000 to $24,999. Eleven indicated a potential gift in the $5,000 to $9,999 range and 27 said they
would consider gifts in the $1,000 to $4,999 range.
Eighty percent of all respondents – those online and in-person – said they would give to the library. An
astonishing 288 respondents said they would consider gifts of $1,000 and less. This shows a powerful and
committed grassroots support of L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library. Finally, 93 individuals indicated the
possibility of in-kind gifts to the campaign.
A relatively small segment of the community was asked to
identify potential pledges. During an actual capital campaign,
a far-reaching solicitation process would be completed.
However, without one or several lead gift champions,
most respondents believed the $11.5M goal was not
attainable at this time. Many of those interviewed felt
they did not know in what range they would give at
this initial stage in the process. Ninety-five percent
of interviewees indicated they would consider a gift
at this time which is an extremely positive response.
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Table of possible campaign pledges based on online surveys, focus groups and private confidential
interviews:
Online Survey Amount
Pledge Considerations
(of 576 respondents)
$500,000 and above
$100,000 to $499,999
$50,000 to $99,999
$25,000 to $49,999
$10,000 to $24,999
$5,000 to $9,999
$1,000 to $4,999
$1,000 and under
In kind gift options
Total Range On-line Survey

Number of
Gifts
0
0
0
1
0
4
20
272
93
390

Focus Group Amount
Pledge Considerations
(of 13 respondents)
$500,000 and above
$100,000 to $499,999
$50,000 to $99,999
$25,000 to $49,999
$10,000 to $24,999
$5,000 to $9,999
$1,000 to $4,999
$1,000 to $4,999
$1,000 and under
Total Range Two Focus Groups

Number of
Gifts
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
7
10

Personal Confidential Interview
Amount Pledge Considerations
(of 43 interviews )
$500,000 and above
$100,000 to $499,999
$50,000 to $99,999
$25,000 to $49,999
$10,000 to $24,999
$5,000 to $9,999
$1,000 to $4,999
$1,000 and under
Total Range Personal Interview

Number of
Gifts
2
4
2
1
4
7
7
9
36

Approximate Pledge Ranges

$25,000 to $49,999
$20,000 to $39,996
$20,000 t0 $99,980
$272,000
$337,000 to $461,975

Approximate Pledge Ranges

$25,000 to $49,999

$2,000 to $9,998
$7,000
$27,000 – $66,997

Approximate Pledge Ranges
$500,000
$400,000
$100,000 to $199,998
$25,000 to $49,999
$40,000 to $99,996
$35,000 to $69,993
$7,000 to $34,993
$9,000
$207,000 to $1,892,000
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Personal Interview Graph #4 - Making a gift
This is at a very ini�al stage of a poten�al capital campaign, but,
do you believe you (or your company) would consider making a
personal, corporate or founda�on gi� to the campaign?
Yes
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Please note, a total of 43 personal interview respondents answered this question.

Please note, a total of 576 public survey respondents answered this question.

Please review the corresponding sample gift tables on pages 57 and 58 of this report to view the
breakdown of gifts per funding totals for the proposed $11.5M, $8.5M and $5.5M construction options.
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Conclusions
Eau Claire is a vital, growing and quickly evolving community, which is navigating new territory as it
capitalizes on the creative economy. The community has transformed its downtown and continues to
reinvent itself. It is poised to continue building on opportunities with the insight, leadership and generous
financial backing of individuals, corporations, foundations and entities such as the University of Wisconsin
– Eau Claire, the City of Eau Claire and Eau Claire County. Eau Claire exemplifies a strong philanthropic
spirit, which when coupled with community support, has resulted in a rich history of giving to worthy
projects. The area’s philanthropic and business community solidly backs its health, educational and other
not-for-profit organizations.
L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library touches a chord deep within the Eau Claire community due to its
history of service, free access to resources, education, books and programming which strives to improve
people’s lives now and far into the future.
Prospective contributors must feel confident in the need and total amount required for the facility
expansion and renovation and respondents must understand the overall impact and benefits of the
expansion and plan and are very supportive of it. Amounts were forthcoming at all levels but were less
than required at the topmost giving levels necessary to reach a goal of $11.5M.
Three components are required to reach a fundraising goal when assessing the capacity and inclination
for a large-scale proposed construction project:
1. The financial support and credibility of the most respected community corporations, foundations,
organizations, groups and individuals
2. Strong backing by a municipality, local foundation(s), corporations and/or a school district
3. Individuals and leaders who are willing and able to both give and assist in leadership capacities
with a fundraising campaign
The strong backing of a municipality is historically one of the most important elements in whether a
fundraising campaign (linked with a municipal facility as is this proposed facility) is successful. This exists
at this time.
Years of fundraising consulting experience are a basis for the following statement: Donor fatigue is the
most significant challenge causing current reticence about giving major gifts or leading the proposed
campaign. This is not due to the goal or need for expansion, as the need is evident, but because of the
capital campaigns that have recently been completed or will be initiated for other causes in the city.
However, it is believed a goal which is considered attainable by the most respected members of the
philanthropic community would gain traction once the case for support is fully developed and articulated.
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Campaign Volunteer Leadership
Findings
Eau Claire is a community which understands the importance of volunteerism and community
involvement. The area is comprised of a strong pool of highly effective leaders who are actively involved
in many business, social, civic, church and community organizations. The community’s general culture
is one of commitment and engagement in a continual effort to improve the community’s programs,
organizations and services.
Personal interviewees were asked to identify persons who are knowledgeable about the community
and the business and social relationships that exist in Eau Claire. They were asked to recommend an
individual or individuals who could provide the top leadership for the proposed campaign. A total of 41
individuals were identified as having the potential to chair or co-chair the campaign. Several of those
individuals were identified many times.
Survey respondents were asked if they would consider providing leadership or volunteering on behalf
of the campaign. An off-the-charts 179 individuals indicated a willingness to participate or possibly
participate in a leadership or committee role at this time. Ten responded “No” they would not serve in a
leadership role or volunteer. They are supportive of the project, but they could not participate because
they are busy with family obligations or other business and volunteer endeavors.
Names of those who indicated a willingness to become involved are not listed in the report for
confidentiality reasons; however, the list will be included in a private addendum to recruit leadership
and volunteers in a future campaign.

Please note, a total of 42 personal interview respondents answered this question.
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Please note, a total of 179 public survey respondents answered this question.

Conclusions
In regard to effective leadership, successful capital campaigns require two essential ingredients – a
worthwhile mission and strong leaders who are enthusiastic, willing to participate and willing to give
financial support or secure financial support from the philanthropic community. A capital campaign’s
success depends upon leadership from high profile people who are easily recognizable in the philanthropic
community and who are committed to the organization and community.
An extremely strong pool of leaders exists within the Eau Claire area to provide support for a potential
library campaign. A majority of high profile, excellent community leader respondents indicated a
willingness to become involved in one way or another in the proposed
campaign. Findings for top leadership involvement are in line with what
is necessary to prepare for a capital campaign.
Leadership from the pool of committed and talented Eau Claire
area volunteers would be necessary in determining the final
fundraising goals of the project. Interest exists to tap into
this pool of effective leaders. Continued recruitment of key,
high profile leaders in Eau Claire is crucial to the success
of an eventual campaign. All necessary leadership levels
undoubtedly exist.
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Final Analysis
Favorable Factors
In summary, a number of factors exist which would positively affect the outcome of the potential
fundraising campaign.
1. Eau Claire is a dynamic, generous community with individuals, foundations and corporations who
believe in capitalizing on opportunities and collaborations of the emerging and evolving economy.
2. The library is a well-loved and highly-utilized community organization with a long and vibrant
history.
3. Even with other concurrent campaigns, the fundraising needs of the library could be met by
tapping into a new group of major donors and community leaders who are interested in supporting
programs focused on education and youth, and those who may not have felt compelled to give
substantial gifts to other recent major campaigns.
4. The stock market has provided increased opportunities for major gifts. Due to recent stock market
gains, donors to ongoing area campaigns have been able to pay off pledges earlier than expected
which may free up giving opportunities for the library.
5. The City of Eau Claire’s financial commitment to update the mechanical systems, roof and
plumbing provides credibility to the area’s philanthropic community.
6. The library leadership team and staff are positioning the campaign favorably with new programs,
a clear vision and firmly directed community goals which is elevating the perception of the library.
7. Renovation, expansion and revitalization of the library is viewed as a critical part of the current
community focus for downtown improvement.
8. The flexible timing for pledge commitments is helpful, initiating pledge payments in 2020 or
2021 which may be paid over 3 to 5 years and up to 7 years. This timetable proves beneficial for
those who may be able to be more generous due to starting pledge payments later when prior
commitments are fully remitted.

80%

of interviewees
said they would
consider making a
personal, corporate
or foundation
gift.

95%

of respondents
believe the expansion
is justifiable and has
merit and urgency.

200

volunteers
willing to serve on
the campaign
projects.

41

potential campaign
Co-Chairs were
identified.
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Challenging Factors
1. An acute level of donor fatigue exists from some major Eau Claire donors due to the significant
goal amounts of recent past and proposed future capital campaigns.
2. Some Eau Claire leaders are experiencing a level of leadership fatigue due to the high level of
campaigns underway or being planned.
3. A significant number of high-level philanthropic leaders question why the philanthropic community
is asked to pay for the public library’s deferred maintenance and upgrades which they believe the
City of Eau Claire should have completed over the past 40 years.
4. There is a lack of awareness regarding the library’s current space challenges and the community’s
need for evolving library services. A lack of awareness exists regarding the library’s unmet space
needs for its growing, but still under par resource collection.
5. The library has not developed philanthropic relationships within the community through a
financial development effort. A successful campaign would require a strong communications and
education effort to develop ties for the campaign to be successful. On the other hand, this allows
for a fresh building of relationships and a forward momentum for future programmatic needs.
6. The library is experiencing challenges due to growing community needs of those experiencing
homelessness and is navigating how to respectfully manage these issues to create a safe, inviting
and welcoming environment for all community members regardless of socio-economic status.

Recommendations
On the basis of the study, conclusions and favorable and challenging factors, Crescendo Fundraising
Professionals, LLC recommends the following:
1. We advise the Campaign Readiness Study Committee and the library Board of Trustees to review
and discuss this report, accept its findings and support its conclusions as a basis for planning a
future campaign.
2. Pre-campaign committees should be created consisting of Eau Claire leaders from the philanthropic
and business community, library Board of Trustees members, library building committee members
and other leaders identified from this study to capitalize on the interest and momentum gained
through this study for a campaign of $8.5M.
3. Seek additional support from the City of Eau Claire in the amount of $1.5M.
4. The library Board of Trustees should move forward with a private capital campaign of $7M.
5. The campaign will not only be marketed with a focus on education, books, youth, etc. but also
as the next best investment toward a comprehensive approach to enhancing the quality of life in
the community.
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The Case Statement
To raise capital funds, organizations must prepare a comprehensive and compelling case statement citing
why people should make a major contribution. The case statement must point to the opportunities
presented, what needs for change exist in the community and what will be the result upon completion
of the project.
A strong capital campaign case statement must contain the following information:
•

A summary

•

A brief statement of the organization’s mission and history

•

A convincing description of the purposes to which the capital funds will be placed, together with
the goals, funding needs and impact associated with each purpose

•

Stories and testimonials to make the mission and vision come alive for potential donors and
campaign volunteers

•

Explanation of options for giving: pledges, gifts of securities, gifts of real property, stocks, etc.

•

Financial information on how the expansion will be operated

•

Recognition opportunities and naming rights for specific places in the expanded library

•

List of names of the library Board of Trustees and campaign leadership to lend credibility

A strong, detailed and engaging case statement, Frequently Asked Questions document and thorough
campaign materials are vital components to promote the project and help convince donors that their
support is worthwhile and needed.

Suggested Campaign Approach:
Preliminary Timeline of Campaign Activities
The following suggestions outline the process for moving forward in a capital campaign.
Step 1 – Pre-Campaign Phase 1
Develop a Thorough Plan for the Campaign
Estimated time – 4-6 months
•

Assess and refine if necessary campaign office and support systems. (The consultants will provide
full assistance.)

•

Work with volunteers to help create ownership in the project with five Pre-Campaign Committees
(typically five committees are created and others are added, as needed. Respondents who
indicated interest as an event volunteer may be utilized for the campaign launch event.):
ͳͳ Steering Committee
ͳͳ Communications Committee
ͳͳ Case Statement Committee
ͳͳ Prospect Development Committee
ͳͳ Leadership Committee
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•

Develop the Case Statement with a clear, written rationale for the project

•

Validate the Case Statement with key prospective donors and stakeholders

•

Refine the Case Statement from validation process prior to solicitation

•

Develop answers to key questions from validation process with an FAQ

•

Organize and implement a comprehensive communications plan

•

Develop and refine master prospect list

•

Refine and group master prospects into campaign divisions

•

Identify key leaders

•

Enlist and recruit top-level leadership for capital campaign

•

Create compelling campaign materials to support volunteer efforts and encourage generous
financial support

•

Create gift table of pledges needed to reach goal

•

Develop gift recognition plan

•

Present a detailed outline of campaign activities

•

Present a campaign budget

•

Create gift acceptance and acknowledgement policies and procedures

Step 2 – Campaign Solicitation Phase 2
Estimated Time – 10-12 Months
•

Organize the Capital Campaign cabinet for eventual solicitation

•

Finalize all pre-campaign plans for transition to campaign

•

Develop and manage all campaign divisions with key volunteer leadership

•

Train Campaign Cabinet in solicitation techniques

•

Assign prospects

•

Orchestrate individual solicitation of campaign prospects

•

Acknowledge pledges and gifts

•

Plan strategy for all remaining prospects with recruitment, training, cultivation and solicitation

•

Monitor progress toward kick-off to reach 75 percent of goal

•

Hold bi-weekly reporting and review meetings

•

Finalize all face-to-face solicitations in divisions

•

Oversee grassroots fundraising process with full membership and community

•

Final wrap-up and finalize all in-kind contributions

•

Celebrate reaching campaign goal
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Appendix
Campaign Readiness Study Questionnaire – Personal, Confidential Interviewees
As a reminder, all information that is shared in our conversation is confidential.
Have you had a chance to review the mini case summary? If not, we can certainly take a couple minutes
to review now.
1. Let’s take a moment to review your preferred contact methods.
2. Thanks for taking the time to interview. Would you please tell me a bit about yourself and your
involvement in the community?
3. Do you feel the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library is an important part of the community?
4. What benefits do you see for the expansion of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library?
5. Please share with us your current, overall impression of the library?
6. What questions do you have about the project?
7. What concerns do you have regarding the project or potential campaign?
8. Do you believe the proposed fundraising campaign will be accepted and supported by area
leaders?
9. Please provide additional comments based on your answer. If you are answering no, please share
why you feel this way.
10. Please share your feedback on the proposed project (refer to mini case for details).
11. Who are the most influential area leaders who could serve as a campaign chair or co-chair?
12. Who are some other possible volunteers that come to mind who would be helpful due to their
interest in the library, community life, etc.? (Please refer to these job descriptions for what would
be involved.)
13. Would you consider leading or working on one of the committees?
14. Which committee would you consider leading or working?
15. Years of experience in capital campaigns teach us that most successful campaigns have similar
patterns of giving. Here is a table that represents the giving patterns for a typical successful
campaign (show gift table). What individuals, foundations, companies or organizations do you
feel would be able to make a pledge of around 30 percent of the campaign goal (This is often
referred to as a lead gift)?
16. If applicable, would you be interested in your gift being utilized as a challenge grant?
17. What other people, corporations or groups would you expect may be some of the larger
contributors?
18. This is at a very initial stage of a potential capital campaign, but, do you believe you (or your
company) would consider making a personal, corporate or foundation gift to the campaign?
19. If your answer is no, please provide additional comments to understand why.
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20. If $11.5M cannot be secured, how much do you believe is attainable at this time?
21. This Study will determine if the region is willing to support a campaign. This is not an actual
solicitation, and you are not obligated to give a gift in a range you indicate, but if you would
consider a tax-deductible charitable gift over 3–5 years, which one of the following ranges would
you be interested in at this time?
22. Do you have additional input you would like to share?

Focus Group Survey Questions
1. Contact Information
2. Please share with us your current, overall impression of the library.
3. Please list benefits of the proposed library expansion, facility upgrades and renovation.
4. What will the role of the library be in the downtown renewal and current limitations?
5. Campaigns require strong leadership to be successful. From the list reviewed at the focus group,
which individuals come to mind who would consider serving on a committee for the campaign?
Please list 3 names.
6. Who are some other possible volunteers you know who may be interested in assisting on a shortterm committee? Please list 3 names.
7. Would you consider leading or working on one of the committees? If so, please select a committee.
8. Would you consider a gift to the campaign?
9. This is not an actual solicitation and you are not obligated to give a gift in a range you indicate,
but if you would consider a tax-deductible charitable gift over a 3–5-year period, which one of the
following ranges would you be interested in at this time?
10. Do you have any additional input you would like to share?

Public Online Survey Questions
1. Contact Information
2. Please share with us your current, overall impression of the library.
3. Are you personally interested in seeing the expansion of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library
completed and the benefits realized for area residents?
4. When did you last use the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library?
5. What benefits do you see of the expansion of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library? Please
rank your answers (with one being most important).
6. What challenges/limitations do you believe the project could face? Please rank your answers
(with one being most important).
7. What questions do you have about the proposed project or campaign?
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8. What concerns do you have about the proposed project or campaign?
9. On a scale of 1–5 (with 1 being poor and 5 being excellent) how would you rate the quality of life
in the Eau Claire area?
10. On a scale of 1–5, (with 1 being poor and 5 being excellent) how do you regard this area’s present,
general economic condition to support a campaign of this amount?
11. How do you see the future of the library fitting into the evolution of downtown?
12. Please share with us how the library should best respond to community needs.
13. Campaigns require strong committees that work together to solicit and provide awareness for
a campaign. Who are some possible community members who would make good volunteers?
Please list 3 to 5 names.
14. Campaigns also have the following committees which prepare the campaign for solicitation.
Would you consider leading or working on one of the committees? If you are interested, please
select which committee.
15. Do you believe the campaign will be supported by this region?
16. Would you consider making a gift to the campaign if you are asked?
17. This Study will determine if the region is willing to support a campaign. This is not an actual
solicitation, and you are not obligated to give a gift in a range you indicate, but if you would
consider a tax-deductible charitable gift over 3–5 years, which one of the following ranges would
you be interested in at this time?
18. Please comment here if you have any other input you would like to share about the library and
the potential of this campaign.
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Gift Pyramids
The following sample gift tables were approved by the Campaign Readiness Study Committee to assess
the level of potential financial support interviewees and respondents might consider during a campaign.
Sample Gift Pyramid: Campaign Goal $11.5M
Range of Gifts
From
To

Number
Required

$ at this
Level

Total
Donors

Total Dollars

Percent
of Goal

1,750,000

2,500,000

1

2,125,000

1

2,125,000

18%

1,000,000

1,500,000

2

2,500,000

3

4,625,000

40%

500,000

750,000

3

1,875,000

6

6,500,000

57%

100,000

150,000

15

1,875,000

21

8,375,000

73%

25,000

75,000

30

1,500,000

51

9,875,000

86%

15,000

24,999

48

959,976

99

10,834,976

94%

5,000

9,999

60

449,970

40

11,284,946

98%

1,000

4,999

75

224,963

115

11,509,909

100%

<1,000

many

>-9,909

many

>11,500,000

Sample Gift Pyramid: Campaign Goal $8.5M
Range of Gifts
From
To

Number
Required

$ at this Level Total
Donors

Total Dollars

Percent
of Goal

1,500,000

2,000,000

1

1,750,000

1

1,750,000

21%

500,000

1,000,000

1

750,000

2

2,500,000

29%

250,000

499,999

3

1,124,999

5

3,624,999

43%

100,000

150,000

12

1,500,000

17

5,124,999

60%

25,000

75,000

28

1,400,000

28

6,524,999

77%

15,000

24,999

60

1,199,970

88

7,724,969

91%

5,000

9,999

75

562,463

40

8,287,431

97%

1,000

4,999

80

239,960

120

8,527,391

100%

<1,000

many

>-27,391

many

>8,500,000
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Sample Gift Pyramid: Campaign Goal $5.5M
Range of Gifts
From
To

Number
Required

$ at this
Level

Total
Donors

Total Dollars

Percent
of Goal

750,000

1,000,000

1

875,000

1

875,000

16%

250,000

500,000

2

750,000

3

1,625,000

30%

100,000

249,999

3

524,999

6

2,149,999

39%

75,000

99,999

13

1,137,494

19

3,287,492

60%

25,000

50,000

25

937,500

44

4,224,992

77%

15,000

25,000

35

700,000

79

4,924,992

90%

5,000

10,000

62

465,000

141

5,389,992

98%

1,000

1,500

100

125,000

241

5,514,992

100%

<1,000

many

>-14,992

many

>5,500,000

Future Capital Campaign Committee Job Descriptions
Steering Committee
This committee directs all activities of the campaign. The committee is composed of 12 to 20 area
leaders who will be instrumental in developing and managing the foundation for a successful capital
campaign. The committee helps assure the success of the campaign by overseeing and giving direction
to the work of the Case Statement and Communications Committees and provide input for the prospect
development portion of the campaign. One-hour meetings are held every other week over approximately
6 to 8 months. Steering Committee members may eventually solicit three to five potential donors with
another team member.

Case Statement Committee
The Case Statement Committee requires the assistance of individuals who are knowledgeable about
the area and mission of the campaign. This group ensures the success of the campaign by providing
input for consultants to develop a strong and compelling campaign rationale and FAQ, as well as answer
key questions regarding the campaign and fundraising plan. This committee helps later test the case
statement in small groups throughout the area. This group of 16 to 20 members meets every other week
for approximately 8 meetings; meetings will last one hour.
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Communications Committee
The Communications Committee enlists 12 to 16 community members who are knowledgeable about
branding, communications, marketing and media. They enhance the effectiveness of the campaign by
helping provide input for the promotional elements, assisting in raising community awareness of the
project, providing information to the area about the project and helping coordinate a large Launch event.
This committee will meet every other week for 6 to 8 months; meetings will last one hour.

Prospect Committee
The Prospect Committee enlists 4 to 6 community members who are knowledgeable about the region.
The group helps make suggestions on potential area donors who may be interested in supporting the
campaign and will help match potential solicitors to donors where able. This committee meets for
approximately 4 meetings; meetings will last one hour.

Leadership Committee
The Leadership Committee assists campaign consultants and library staff in identifying and recruiting
campaign committee co-chairs and general campaign co-chairs. The committee meets for one to three
meetings.
Other committees may be established as warranted by the needs of the campaign.
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